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Abstract
In this thesis we study the empire colouring problem as defined by Percy
Heawood in 1890 for maps whose dual planar representation is a tree and
have empires formed from exactly r vertices.
Wedefine the reduced graph of one such tree as being the graph formed
by replacing each empire in the tree by a single vertex such that an edge is
present between twovertices u and v of the reduced graphif there was an edge
in the original tree joining a vertex belonging to the empire corresponding
to u to a vertex belonging to the empire corresponding to v. We then give
several results on a numberof structural properties of these graphs assuming
that the underlying tree is a random labelled tree, and compare them to
those of other types of random graphs with the same numberof edges.
The main contribution of this thesis is a set of results on the worst-case
and average-case properties of the empire colourings of trees having an upper
bound s on the numberof distinct colours used. We first show that if each
empire contains exactly r countries, the empire colouring problem can be
solved using no more than 2r colours on maps whose dual planar graph is a
tree. Furthermore we give an inductive method for building instances that
require these many colours. Then, motivated by the results of an empirical
investigation of a numberof colouring heuristics, we study the proportion of
trees on a given numberof vertices for which the empire colouring problem
can be solved with s < 2r colours. We prove that for every fixed positive
integer r there exists a very precise lower bound on s beneath which almost
all trees will admit no r-empire s-colouring. For larger values of s we are
then able to give constant positive lower bounds on the probability that s
colours are sufficient to colour a random tree.
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An example of (A, B, S)-arborescence(left) obtained from the
r-reduced graph of a tree, with r = 2, d = 4, and m = 20.
The sets of blocks S, A, and B are represented as sets of
vertices. To avoid cluttering the picture only the four blocks
of S have been represented as rectangles enclosing two vertices
each. The vertices of all blocks in A are to the left of S, those
blocks in B are to the right of S. The example on the right-
hand side describes a more general case in which F', U Fg is
mot atree. .. 2.6 ew te EH Hee ww HG
The 2-reduced graph of the tree in the picture contains three
copies of the triangle spanning its three vertices. One copy is
obtained as the union of the edge {2,5} and the path (1,3, 6)
in T,. The other two are each formed by three independent
edges: they both contain {1,3}, and {2,5}, plus {4,6} in one
case and {4,5} in the other one... .........-.--4-
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may form a 5-pre-cycle reducing to a triangle in the 5-reduced
graph of the structure (all other edges in the underlying tree
are omitted. for clarity)... <6 2.6 sea es teens eunws
The red and black edges form two 3-cycles in the reduced
graph. Individually, neither set forms a cycle in T,, but taken
together there is a cycle on the leftmost three empires consist-
ing of two black edges and one red. .... 2... 22-2;













An empire participating in two different triangles in a 5-
reduced graph. Note that no vertex appears in more than
one triangle...2.
The trees T!, T?, and T? built following the method given in
Theorem 4.2. In each tree, the vertex labelled 7; is the jt ele-
ment of empire 7. Note that there is at least one edge between
any pair of empires in each tree and hence each reduces to a
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An example of a tree with r = 2 that does not reduce to a
graph containing Ky, and yet requires 2r colours for a proper
colouring. 2. 6ce
The average numberof colours used by each of the three algo-
rithmsdescribed in this section to colour the r-reduced graphs
of trees on n vertices for2<r<6andforr=10. ......
The average number of colours used by the list colouring
algorithm to colour the 2-reduced graphs of trees on n =
5000... 200, 000 vertices with short cycle preprocessing for cy-
cles of length up to5. 2... 2. 2 eeee
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The graph B32 fors=3andk=2............505,4 104
The graph B3,9 (left, with vertex labels represented by pairs of
colours), the graph B39{1K, 1K2,1K2,1K2, 1K, 1K2,1Ko, 1Ko, 1K2}
(centre), and a tree legally coloured by the two colourings
(right, inred)..2.109
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5.3 The subgraph Km, and its neighbours in B{K,,..., K,}. Ev-
ery vertex of B in a given empty subgraph Kim is adjacent to
the sameset of dg,,(1) vertices. As each of these vertices will
be replaced by K,, dg(I) is equal to rdg,,(1) for any 1 in Kp. 114
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a SS S BSA.a.s. lower bounds on the chromatic number of R,(
different values of r. 2...
The numberof colours used by the Heawoodcolouring algo-
rithm. Note that, by Theorem 5.1 (see also Table 4.1) for r = 2
a.a.s. either three or four colours are needed, for r € {3, 4} we
need at least four (and at most 2r), for r € {5,6} we need at
least five colours, and for r = 10, the minimum valueis seven.
The number of colours used by the Heawood colouring al-
gorithm with the colouring process improved using Brooks’
recolOuring StTAtesy. «ses teemw
The numberof colours used by thelist colouring algorithm. . .
The number of trees on n vertices whose 2-reduced graphs
were properly three or four coloured by thelist colouring al-
gorithm with short cycle preprocessing for cycles of length up
to 6. 400 tests performed in each case. Failed tests do not
contribute to the tallies and so the numbers in each element
do not always add up to the numberof tests. The last row
gives the proportion ofall successful tests leading to graphs
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Graph theory is the branch of discrete mathematics concerned with the
structure and properties of graphs, mathematical entities which can be used
as models for binary relationships between objects within a set. A graph
G = (V, E) consistsof a pair of sets such that the elements of F are unordered
pairs of elements of V. In this thesis the elements of V will be called vertices
(singular: vertex) and the elements of EF edges, however elsewhere elements
of V maybereferred to as nodes or points and elements of E as lines. In this
thesis, unless otherwise stated, we will follow Graph Theory by R. Diestel [26]
for all graph theoretic definitions and notations.
The map colouring problem is one of the most famous graph theoretic
problems. In 1852, Francis Guthrie put forward the conjecture, now known as
the Four Colour Theorem, that four colours are sufficient to colour any map in
such a way that no two regions sharing a border of non-zero length are given
the same colour. (But regions may be given the samecolourif they only meet
at a single point, for example the states of Utah, Colorado, New Mexico and
Arizona at the Four Corners in the USA). Of course in practice cartographers
will often use more colours than are necessary, possibly for aesthetic reasons
5 5
Figure 1.1: The first graph is properly coloured, however the second is not
as adjacent vertices 5 and 6 are both green.
or because the colours represent something such as population levels.
This can be converted into graph theoretic terms by representing the
regions as vertices and putting an edge between two vertices if and only if
their corresponding countries share a border. It is quite easy to see that any
map can be converted into a planar graph(i.e. a graph that can be drawn on
a piece of paper without any line crossing) in this way and vice-versa. The
resulting graph can be coloured by assigning a single colour to each vertex
(in place of colours we can equivalently use the integers 1,2,...), a proper
colouring is one in which no two adjacent vertices are given the same colour.
A colouring using exactly s colours is called an s-colouring, and x(G), the
chromatic numberof G, is the smallest positive s for which G admits a proper
s-colouring [17,22].
Although the map colouring problem directly relates to planar graphs,
there is no reason why graph colouring should be restricted to this type
of structure. While non-planar graph colouring loses its connection to the
original cartographical context it still has many practical applications. For
example it can be used to produce a time-table for a number of end-of-
year exams. Each exam could be seen as the vertex of a graph, with an
edge joining two vertices if there are students taking both exams (and hence
scheduling both at the same time would lead to a clash). If each possible
timeslot is represented by a different colour then a proper colouring would
correspond to a timetable with no clashes [9]. The book Graph Colouring
Problems [49] by T. R. Jensen and B. Toft lists over 200 different problems
related to graph colouring.
Obviously the chromatic number of an arbitrary graph may be quite
large. For example, for any n, the complete graph Kk, has chromatic number
n. However, we can place restrictions on the graphs being considered and
ask about the number of colours needed to colour properly any memberof a
given family of graphs. All planar graphsare four-colourable [8]; any graph
with maximum degree A that is not a complete graph or odd-cycle can be
coloured properly with A colours [19]; for large positive integers n, most of
the graphs on n vertices containing less than 2.015n edges are colourable
properly with just three colours [3].
Thefocus of this thesis is in fact on a particular colouring problem. Mov-
ing back to the planar graph colouring andits relationship to the colourabil-
ity of cartographic maps, there exist certain countries in the world which are
split into two or more non-contiguous regions. For example Alaska is consid-
ered to be part of the United States of America and Kaliningrad is part of
Russia. To emphasise that these are in fact two parts of the same country it
makes sense to give both regions the same colour. In the same paper in which
he refuted a previous “proof” of the Four Colour Theorem [43] Percy John
Heawood drew on this to suggest the following variation of graph colouring:
supposethe vertices of a given graphare partitioned in a numberof blocks,or
empires, each consisting of r different vertices: we want to colour the graph
using as few colours as possible in such a way that adjacent vertices receive
different colours unless they belong to the same empire. Heawood wasable to
prove that for planar graphs and any r > 2, 6r coloursare alwayssufficient,
and in the case r = 2 there exist graphs requiring the full 12 colours. It has
since been shown that for any r > 2 there are planar graphs requiring 6r
colours [47].
The main aim of this thesis is to study such empire colourings on trees
(i.e. connected graphs with no cycles). We will prove that if each empire
consists of exactly r > 1 vertices then 2r colours are always sufficient to
solve the given empire colouring problem, and there are trees requiring 2r
colours. Furthermore we will investigate the colourability of n-vertex trees
chosen uniformly at random. When considering randomly generated, rather
than arbitrary graphs, the focus changes from seeking worst-case results to
average-case results. Just a single example of a graph requiring s colours is
enough to set s as a lower bound for the minimum numberof colours needed
to solve the empire colouring. However, when we consider random graphs,
the question arises as to whether graphs requiring a relatively large number
of colours are commonorif there is something unusual about them (meaning
that they will only very rarely turn up as the outcome of the random graph
generation process). When weconsider properties of random graphs, usually
what we are concerned with is the probability of the graph possessing this
property as the number of vertices tends to infinity. We will find exact
and asymptotic expressionsfor the first two central moments of two random
variables related to the numberof s-empire colourings of an n-vertex random
tree whose vertex set is partitioned into empires of size r. This in turn will
enable us to prove that, for each r > 1, there exists a positive integer s, <r
such that, for large n, almost all n-vertex trees need more than s, colours,
and then to give lower bounds on the proportion of such graphs that are
colourable with s > s, colours.
We complete this introduction by presenting a short outline of the rest
of the thesis. In Chapter 2 wewill illustrate a number of “general-purpose”
mathematical concepts and results that will be used throughout the thesis.
Theinitial part of Chapter 3 contains a precise definition of the problem
we are studying and the graph models we will work with. The remainder
of the chapter is, apparently, a detour from our main topic. We will study
a number of combinatorial properties of a particular type of random graph.
Properties of interest will be related to vertex degrees, connectivity, and the
presence of certain small subgraphs. Finally the results obtained will be
compared to similar results valid for other types of random graphs. Such
investigation is not completely unrelated to the study of the empire coloura-
bility of random trees since the problem of colouring the empires in a random
tree is equivalent to that of colouring the vertices of one of the random graphs
studied here.
The last two chapters focus directly on the empire colouring problem
on trees. In Chapter 4, we first describe our worst-case results and then
analyse empirically a number of colouring heuristics. We prove that for all
r > 2, there exists an algorithm that can properly colourall trees on empires
containing exactly r countries each, using at most 2r colours and furthermore
there exist trees where 2r colours are necessary. We also provide evidence
supporting the claim that such worst-case results are rather pessimistic: there
are heuristics (inspired by similar work on colouring other types of graphs
[3,65]) capable of colouring random trees with relatively few colours.
Finally in Chapter 5 we will present the main contribution of this thesis.
Starting from a precise characterisation of the central moments of a random
variable counting the number of s-empire colourings of a random tree with
vertex set partitioned into empires of size r, we will be able to obtain upper
and lower bounds on the probability that a random tree will have at least
one proper colouring using s colours. For every r we find a value s, such
that almost all large random trees admits no empire colouring using at most
s, colours. Furthermore we complement this result by proving that if s is
sufficiently larger than s, (roughly about twice that value, for large values
of r) then a non-negligible proportion of the set of tree on n vertices, with
vertex set partitioned into empires of size r, can be coloured with s colours,
provided n is large enough.
Chapter 2
Mathematical Preliminaries
In this Chapter we will cover a number of general mathematical results that
will be used regularly throughoutthis thesis. We start with a quick review
of well-known results and definitions in Linear Algebra, then we mention
a number of relevant analytic and combinatorial concepts. In particular
we describe a few simple approximations to the exponential and logarithm
functions, harmonic numbers and multinomial coefficients which will be used
in Chapter 5. The chapter is ended with a quick review of basic terminology
and facts from Probability Theory.
2.1 Linear Algebra
In this thesis we will only use elementary linear algebra. All of our definitions
can be found in standard textbooks such as [66]. If n and mare positive
integers, an mby n matrix A is a table of (real) numbers with m rows and
n columns, if m = n then the matrix is square. The numbers in the matrix
are called elements, A;,; refers to the elementin the i‘” row and j column.
If two matrices A and B are such that the number of columns of A equals
the number of rows of B, then the matrix AB is such that for any 7 and
j, element (AB);; is equal to the sum °;_, Ai~Byj. The transpose of a
matrix A, denoted A’, is the matrix such that for any i and J, Aj, = Aji
if A = A” the matrix is symmetric.
A matrix A in which all elements A; with 7 # 7 are zero is called a
diagonal matrix. The identity matrix I, is the m by mdiagonal matrix
in which all non-zero elements are equal to one. We define the matrices
One,, and Zero, as m by m matrices consisting entirely of ones or zeroes
respectively.
A row vector is a 1 by n matrix and a column vector is an m by 1 matrix.
If v is a column vector whose elements are not all zero and with Av = Av for
some scalar value \ then v is called an eigenvector of A with eigenvalue 4.
A set of vectors v!,...,v’ are linearly independentif the only set of scalar
values Aj,...,Am such that 377", \;v' = 0 is the set where all \; = 0. Any n
by n matrix A has up to nlinearly independent eigenvectors, the eigenvalues
of these define the spectrum of A. In this thesis the spectrum of a matrix
A will be denoted by Spec A and represented as a two row table containing
the list of distinct eigenvalues of A in the top row, and their corresponding
multiplicities (the number of independent eigenvectors corresponding to each
given eigenvalue) in the bottom row.
The determinantis a function that associates a number, |A|, to every n
by n square matrix A. If a matrix A is diagonalisable, meaning there exists
an invertible matrix S such that S-'AS = is diagonal, then A’s diagonal
elements (i.e. entries A;;, for each i € {1,....n}) are the eigenvalues of A.
Furthermore, in such a case, the determinantof A is equal to the product of
its eigenvalues.
In Chapter 5 we will often manipulate various matrices which can be
associated with graphs. In particular if G is a(n undirected) graph on n
vertices, then its adjacency matrix A(G) is an n times n real symmetric
matrix such that, for each 7,7 € {1,...,n},
1 {i,j} € E(G)A(G)ig = 0 otherwise
The Laplacian matrix L(G) of the graph G is an n times n real symmetric
matrix such that, for each 7,7 € {1,...,n},
degg(t) i=]
L(G); = -1 i# j, {i,j} € E(G)
0 otherwise
(here deg,(z) is the number ofvertices of G that are adjacent to vertex 7).
2.2 Simple Analytical Preliminaries
In this thesis, the usual floor and ceiling notation |2| and [x] represent a real
number x being rounded downor up respectively to the nearest integer. The
Kronecker delta 6;,; is a function such that 4; = 1 if 7 = 7, zero otherwise.
All logarithms are taken to basee.
We will use the standard Landau symbols (like O(¢) or Q(¢)) in our
asymptotic calculations. In particular, if f and g are two real functions,
then f(x) ~ g(x) represents the fact that lim; ie} = 1. In what follows
we will often use the right arrow “—” to denotelimits. So, for instance,if f is
a real-valued function defined on positive integers the expression “f(n) — ¢
as n tendsto infinity” (or “n — 00”) is equivalent to limp. f(n) =e.
2.2.1. Exponential and Logarithmic Functions
Here andin therest of the thesis e* or exp(z) denotes the exponential func-
tion (defined for any real number x), whereas log(z) is the natural logarithm
of x, for z > 0. We now give a numberofgeneral results that will be used
throughout this thesis.
Lemma2.1 For any real number z such that |z| < §,
ltz2<e? <(14+2)(14 2’).
Proof. We can express e” as a Taylor series
2 3 oo yk
z — — = —ef =1+z+ tate F
2 k=0
Hence, if z > 0 then e? > 1+ 2. For the other inequality note that, since
z<l,
7 < 1+ +240 (Et + )° PTT? Aart a
= 1+ +542 (1+ +5))~ Ferg Te \e i’ 2
Hence,
B
ee < L+2+5 + (e-25)2°< a+a(i+2).
10
If z < 0 we can write e? as eI. Set z = |z|, then e* > 1 — g is again
obvious (implying e* > 1+ z). Also,
 
i a 00—2k-l wok )=l-r+ 2-4 > .2 k—1)! (2k)!
Wecan thus write
gegtet <1- oor xc+ 9 3] + a




In other words, since z = —z, we can write e"*? =e? <(1+z)(1+27). &
Lemma2.2 For any real number y such that |y| < 4
2 3 4y y y y? ye—~-2+442-4<] 1+ <y- > 2
3 . 2In particular, if y tends to zero, we have log(1+y) =y — 4+ oy’).




The upper bound on log(1+y) for y > 0 comes from discarding all terms for
k > 4 (notice that since y < 1, the terms in the sum arestrictly decreasing in
size). We can also obtain a lower bound bydiscardingall terms of equation
(2.1) for k > 5 giving
4y Y Ylog(lt+y)2¥-Z+ a7 y
which is greater than the stated lower bound.
Similarly, for negative y and z = |y|,
log(1 + y) = log(1 — z) --3F
Hence the upper bound holdstrivially for any non-negative z < 1. As for
the lower bound, we can write
2 27 12— 2 -2- >>> 2log(l-—z) > -z a 12
2 23 zt"~~ 3° 4-2)
2 2p gt> -z2-->-- es —,
— 2 3 2
(where the second line uses the fact that 7729 z* = ;4;, and the third uses
that z < 1/2). The result follows by substituting back y = —z. =
Let H, = 1+4+...++4 be the nHarmonic number. The following result
gives an estimate on the difference H, — Hm for sufficiently large integers n
and m.
Lemma 2.3 Forall sufficiently large integers n and m, with n > m,
 Ha Hy =ms(®) "= ¥0(4),m 2mn m
12
Proof. The result follows from the well-known asymptotic expression (see
for instance [36, Equation (9.28)])
 1 1 1 1ty -boen74+ 2-2, +0(4),CBN + I+ 57 Tone * Dont 7% as
where y = 0.57721... is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. By the definition of
O() there must be positive a constant C' such that
1 1 C Ci
TseG
n
 iH,,—logn—+ —- — < —__.C62 —~Y~ 5 = Ton + T20n!
for some positive constant C; and n sufficiently large. Furthermore
1 1 C CyHn — 1080 — 1 95 = Ton? nb = TP 
again for n sufficiently large. Therefore
1 Co 1 Ci] ———< H, <1 ———.cent Ito nr SMOER TIT OF n?
Now welook at H, — Hm. First
C — CHy — Hm < log — 5" — 14 2 < log -" = :m m m
 
2Qnm m2
for sufficiently large n and m, with m < n. Furthermore, by the same
argument,
n n—-m CyH,, — Hm > log — - —— - =.th Se 2nm n?2
The result follows. =
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2.2.2 Multinomial Coefficients
For any positive integer n and non-negative integers mj,...,m, where
ry m, =n, the multinomial coefficient
n n!
—mMy,°+°,™M¢ (1 tig
counts the number of ways in which n objects can be deposited into t bins
such that for all i € {1,...,t¢}, bin 2 contains m; objects. We always assume
that t > 2. When t = 2, instead of writing ( " ) we will use the equivalentm1 ,™m2
binomial coefficient notation
(note that mz =n — my).
In Chapter 5 we will need to approximate particular multinomial coeffi-
cients near to “central” terms of the form
n
n nri ae
(to avoid fiddling with integer parts assume that n/t is an integer). More
specifically let c be a positive real number and consider multinomial coeffi-
ctn
™1,°°°,™M¢
(where we assume, for definiteness, that cn is an integer). To develop our
cients of the form:
approximationsit is convenient to define, for each 7 € {1,...,t}, 2; = mji—en
14
and work with expressions like
ctn
(ncn en tan)
instead. Notice that 2; € {—cn,...,ctn — cn} and Yi_, 2; = 0. For each
tuple (x1,..., 2) satisfying these constraints define
fn(21,-- -UGa (2.2)ea (ent
(the dependence of f on c will not be shownasin all relevant cases c will be
a fixed constant). Notice that, since 2, = — {2} Vi, fn(v1,..., 2+) is really
describing a function of t — 1 (rather than t) variables (see Figure 2.1).
Furthermore we have
ctn ctn
n\L1, +++; — . 2.3(6 en) (1 t) (cin enn) (2.3)
Thus f,(21,-.-,%+) can be used to express an arbitrary multinomial coeff-
cient (on the right-hand side of equation (2.3)) in terms of the central one.
We will soon prove asymptotic bounds on f,(21,...,24), but first we
study a particular expression that will be used for this proof. Let h be a
function defined on Z*, the set of positive integers. Consider the function
SF n(n)(@, ¥) defined as follows for p € {1,2} and any integer x and y, with
n,
y€{l,...,c04+1}:
 Sra?) = Tinyrayp * (ny +a—ie 1 * Win)+a—utp
Lemma 2.4 Letn,x, andy be non-negative integers, withy € {1,...,a+1}.
15
  
Figure 2.1: The red grid represents the set of triples (x1, 72, 73) in the domain
of fg for c = 1. In this case each x; ranges in the set R = {—6,..., 12},
L3 = —X1 — Xo, and values of x; and z2 such that x) + r2 > 6 are disallowed
because they force x3 out of R.
Ifh:Z* > Zt with h(n) = O(n), and x = o(h(n)), then there exists some
positive constant C' such that
 SFa(n) (x, y) < h(n)?
for n sufficiently large.
Proof. We can give an upper bound on SPn(n) (2s y) by bounding aboveall
16
terms in the sum by the term with the smallest denominator,
  
hn)S?(t.y) < z tee .nn Sha) pay sp Aine lim +o—yt )
Since both x and y are o(h(n)), there exists a positive constant C’ such that
h(n)—_-—_ <Ch(n) +2-y+1
for all sufficiently large n, the result follows. 2
Lemma 2.5 Let nbe a positive integer. Let c be a fixed positive real number,
and assume that cn is an integer. Let t be a fixed integer, with t > 2, and let
{x1,..-, 4} be integers in the domain of f, with max |x;| = o(n). Then
falary.-52t) =e{-5 4 (>) (1+0 (saat)
Roughly speaking the result implies, via (2.3), that if all 2; are much smaller
than n then the multinomial coefficient
ctn
Cn+%4,°°:,Cn+ 2X
is very close to the central term
ctn
cn,...,cen)
Notice that the exponent of the exponential function in the statement above
is always non-positive as
t-1 i (sect ni). rei (>: n)+
i=1 l=1
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and the square of any real numberis always non-negative.
Proof of Lemma 2.5. We start by noticing that each tuple (2,..., 2+)
in the domain of f, must include both positive and negative values. As-
sume, without loss of generality, that 71,...,2;, are all non-negative and
Ligt1,-+-,Tt-1 are all negative.
An equivalent way of stating the condition that $_,7; = 0 is % =
— vic} a;. This can be rewritten as 2, = 27 + az} where x; is the negative!
part of 2; and 2x} is the positive part with the two termsdefinedas:
10 t-l
a =—-> 4%, tT} =— S> Dy.
i=l t=iotl
The terms in the product given in equation (2.2) can be rewritten as
 
x;—1 1
I]a For positive x;,
k—=0 Cn + Li k
|x;|-1
I] cn—k For negative 7;.
k=0
The term for i = t is equal to “+, which can be rewritten as(cn+2at)!
(cn)! (en+a;)! Ime to “ol 1Ler)FEN _ TT om —& J] —~—(cn +2; )! (cn+ 24)! ia py Ch — hs
Without loss of generality, we can therefore write f,(x,...,24) as
the product of two functions which we denote by f*(a,...,7) and
f-(a1,.--, 2) where
Fis ome Oe) = (it—+] “TTcn k|, (2.4)
int pzo CR + Ui — I k=0
 1Or, to be more precise, “non-positive” .
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(where thefirst product is over all those indices 7 € {1,...,i9} for which 2;
is strictly positive), and
t-1 |ai|-1 x} -1
f(a@1,---;@) = (i I] m8) II— . (2.5)peo Ch + Lt —
Wewill derive an asymptotic expression for f,(71,...,74) by studying fT
and f~ in turn.
Wefirst look at f*(a1,...,21). By the way in which a; is defined, there
are exactly the same numberof termsin either of the two products defining
f*. As such these can be merged together to give a single product as follows
fr(a1,---, 2) _— Hit
(*ees—*)
; a cn+a4;,—k
= Tt 1-2")peo cn+2;,—k)-
To simplify notations call T; = isu. If vi < S(en — t) for all
i € {1,...,io} then T; < (cn — t), which in turn implies that for all
k € {0,...,2; -—1}
 Cn+4;—- ; = 7
Thus, using repeatedly Lemma 2.1, and noticing that J; does not depend on
k, we have
ft (a1,---, rn») exp {-}ys;nen ( ou) (2.6)
and, for large n,
xi-1 T; ay 1
FP Gaines Dy) 2 exp {=yn;renco)MT II 0+(s523) )t k=0
to
= exp {=ysayersalls yb exp f — So(n?Stirs) \2.9
i=1
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Next, we approximate S$}. (a;,2;). Notice that, for each 7 € {1,..., zo},ncn
if x; > 0 then S!hegy x) is equal to Hen42, — Hen. Therefore, using Lemma
2.3, we have
 S*(i, 24) = log (1+-=) +0 fea .
As long as 2; < @, by Lemma2.2 weget
1 7.) > a5 (=Srjen(Zi Zi) ee 5
. .\2 .\3
, .\2sateen2 +0 (2))
since the term (2;/cn)? dominatesall others. Thus
exp {—Yn,Sheltai)} = exp | ynZ+yro((2))}. (2.8)
Wenow concentrate on the right-most term in the lower bound on f* in




If 0 < lima;/n < +00 then all terms in the bounds must be added up and we get
much weaker bounds
Ky +hi(ai) < Sexi (Pest) < Ko + h?(zj).
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for some positive constant C’. Therefore
 exp {3° (i)? Shaaltiied} > ep{0 7)" (Ea) be
i=1
Notice that, since 1;<, 2; < |J| max |z;| (here J is any subset of {1,...,%o}),
the right-hand side in the expression aboveis at least as large as
C 7— t 3| Ty > 2.9exp max|z;| 2 =| ( )
Equation (2.8) and the bound (2.9) imply that
Fray... .a ) exp f=)Yn2 yor(Small) (2.10)2eI cn
Next we turn to f~(x,,...,2;). As with x; , a7 is defined in such a way
that there will be the same numberof terms in each product and so the two
products can be merged into one
t-1 |ail-1 rfl
f"(a1,.--,%t) = (i [m5] a
 
i=iot1 k=0 pag C+ @t
t-1 |xi|-1 on — hi
7 J U cn + Lt — Liea |x1| —k
= TL con—k
7 i=to+1 k=0 en — T, —cn—T,—k
t-1 |xi|-1 T;
7 THCty.
where T; = j_,; 2. By repeatedly using Lemma 2.1, and noticing that T;
does not depend on k, we have
f (a1,---; n) <p|x 7S.men (Tle (2.11)
i=iotl1
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and, for large n,
=1 =




2 exp TiSp,en (—Ti, |ail) exP (Ti)Sion (—Ti, |zil) -i=igtl i=io+1 (2.12)
We will approximate the bounds on f~(2j,...,2;) as we did with
ft(a1,...,24). Notice that, for each 7 € {io +1,...,t-1}, Sion (—Ti, |xil) =
Hen—1, — Hen—1,-\x;\- Therefore, using Lemma2.3, we have
 Snyen( Ti |ail) on ( Lert ee
Then, using Lemma 2.2 to approximate the logarithm, we get
 
2 21 Tj, |vi|) = ei — = =Sren(— , |x |) cn — T; — |x| 2(cn — T; — |x|)? re (en)?
cn cn
Thus, remembering that for all i € {ip +1,...,t — 1}, x; < 0, and therefore
 
|vi] = —2;
exp x T;Snen ( —T;, |zil) =o| x Ty+ s T;O ((z‘yh
i=itot+1 i=io+1 i=io+1 (2.13)
Finally, as before, we bound the right-most term in the lower bound on
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f~. By Lemma2.4, for large n, S?2.,,(—T;, ||) is at most
C2|2;|
(cn)? *
for some positive constant C2. Therefore
 oo > (Ti)?S2en (-T.lai)| Sex| > are}
Notice that, since Yje,2; > —|Z|max|a;| (here J is any subset of {ip +
1,...,¢ —1}), the last expression is no larger than
 exp ‘-—Cyt max|z;| x T; el . (2.14)2
t=tot+1 cn
Remembering that for all i € {i9 + 1,...,t-— 1}, 2 < 0, and therefore
|v;| = —2z;, equation (2.13) and the bound (2.14) imply that
Fr(a1,..-5 2))= es x Tym ole . no (saat) (2.15)2
t=iot+1 cn i=iotl cn
We now have asymptotic boundsfor both f+ (a1,..., 24) and f~(x1,..., 24).
By multiplying these together we get thatpions = ao($n$n2) (oo(ests)]
a max |x;|= —) T;— {1 .| Sato = ))} 
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2.2.3. The Change of Variables Theorem
In Chapter 5, in order to get precise estimates on the higher moments of a
particular random variable related to the number of proper empire colourings
of a random tree, we will need to solve expressions in the form
_lyayt| e 2vAy dy,
D
where D is some subset of IR, for some fixed m, and A is an m times m
matrix with real coefficients. We will do this by changing the variables over
which the function is integrated so as to give a moreeasily evaluated integral.
The forthcoming presentation follows [7, Chapter XI, Section 32].
Whenthe variables of a function to be integrated are changed, this can
cause the content of the integration region D to be distorted. For this reason
it is necessary to consider the extent of this distortion in order to calculate
correctly the original integral.
Let F,(x) be a function integrated on t variables x = {21,..., 2} and
F,(y) an equivalent function on variables y = {y,...,y:} where each 7; (1 <
i < t) can be expressed in terms of the y variables using a transformation
zr; = fily). To transform Fi(x) into f(y) and preserve the content of
the integration region we need the Jacobian Matrix corresponding to this
transformation. This matrix is of the form (here f stands for the vector of
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functions (fi(y),..-, f:ly))):
Ory 9x, OryDyt Oy Oye
0x2 Ox2 Orgdy, Oye tt Oye
Jfy)=] :
Ox, Ore Oredy, y Oye
Thusa definite integral involving F\(x) can be transformed into one involving
F,(y) using the determinant of J to preserve the content of the integration
region:
[Pieddx=[_,HWISe)lay. (2.16)
The following result is the form of the change of variable theorem that
will be needed in Chapter5.
Lemma 2.6 For each positive integer m, ifA is anmtimes m non-singular
positive-definite real symmetric matriz with eigenvalues \1,...,Am, then
1 T m a 1e2¥A¥ dy = (27)? ,Ir Ia 
Proof. By the eigen decomposition theorem (see {12, pp 161-162]), if A
is a square matrix, B is a matrix of eigenvectors of A and A is a diagonal
matrix with the corresponding eigenvalues on the diagonal then
A =BAB". (2.17)
Furthermore, if A is symmetric then B is an orthogonal matrix (and therefore
B-! = B’). Note that z = yB defines a particular variable transformation
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fp. Therefore, according to the method described above, we may write
I im e2VAY"dy = | a e7 2YBABTY"dy — I eo27427155, (z)|dz.
However, since B is orthogonal, the Jacobian determinant is 1 and so
—lyayt lev?| e 2¥AY dy = [ g are" dz.
m m
This can now be converted to a symmetric equation using the diagonal matrix
L in which each diagonal element is equal to 1 divided by the square root of
an eigenvalue of A. Clearly LAL? = I and so
al T il ToT| e gZAz dz = |J| e 3wLAL’ w dw
m IR™
amt r= 3) e 2~I™" dw
IR™
= 3) | e2dw. (2.18)
R™
where w = zL~! and |J| is the Jacobian determinant of this transformation.
Note that L~! is the diagonal matrix with (L~');; = Wi, the Jacobian
matrix of the transformation is therefore equal to L and thus
 mo I|J| = (2.19)lo,
Finally, it is well-known that
| 72 Lidw = (2n)?. (2.20)
The result now follows from (2.18) and (2.20). =
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2.3. Probability Theory
For all common probability theoretic terms see, for example, [38]. Here we
quickly recall a few important definitions and results.
Let Q, be an event describing a property of a random combinatorial
structure depending on some integer parameter n. To say that Q, holds
a.a.s., or asymptotically almost surely means that Pr[Q,] — 1 as n > oo.
Wewill use B(n,p) and Po(A) to denote the binomial and Poisson prob-
ability distributions, respectively. If £ is a probability distribution then
X x CL denotes the fact that X is a random variable with distribution CL.
Thereaderis referred to [38, Chapter VI]] for the definitions of various modes
of convergence that are relevant to sequences of random variables. Here we
just introduce a couple of notations that will be used in the rest of the thesis.
Morespecifically, if X,,X2,... is a sequence of random variables, X, Dy
(resp. Xp, = L) denotes the fact that the sequence X, converges in distri-
bution to the random variable Y (resp. to a(ny) random variable Y with
distribution £).
If X is a discrete random variable with values 71, %2,..., 2%, and for each
i€ {1,...,n}, Pr[X = x;] = p;, then the first moment or expectation of X,
EX, can be computed as the sum
EX = SS) pizi. (2.21)
i=1
The kt moment of X, denoted EX*is the expectation of the k” power of
X. In symbols we write
EX* = 50 pjaj. (2.22)
i=l
The variance of X, represented VarX is a measure of how far the possible
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values of X are spread out from its expected value. VarX can be calculated as
the second moment of X minus the square of its expectation. The standard
deviation of X is the square root of its variance.
Thebasic probabilistic tools that will be used in the forthcoming chapters
to prove manyof our results are Markov’s and Chebyshev’s inequalities.
Markov’s inequality states that if XY is a non-negative random variable
with finite expectation, then
EX for any t > 0. (2.23)
Chebyshev’s inequality states that for any random variable X where VarX
exists, for any t > 0
VarX 
 
Pr{|X — EX| >t] < a (2.24)
A consequence of Chebyshev’s inequality is that if EX > 0, then
VarXPra. = = ; 2.25
Since the variance of X can be rewritten as EX?—(EX)?, the previousresult
can be expressed as:
EX?
(EX)? PrLX = 0] < 1. (2.26)
Andso byfinding the first and second moments of X it is possible to give
bounds on the probability that X will be equal to zero.
The task mentioned above may be further simplified. If we know that
the random variable X may be decomposedinto the sum of elementary 0-1
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random variables such that we can write X = Yoge4 J, then, by linearity,
EX = > Pr{l, = 1 (2.27)
acA
and in fact, for any k > 1,
EX” = 3Pilig —1Ace: Aly = Y) (2.28)
where the sum ranges over all possible k-tuples of values in A. Thus, for
instance, when we look at the numberof empire colourings of randomtrees,
it will be convenient to compute the second moment using (2.28) rather than
the definition (2.22).
In Chapter 5 it will also be convenient to use a stronger version of Cheby-
shev’s inequality coming from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Under the
same assumptionsof (2.24)
 Pr[X 4 0] > (2.29)
(this is mentioned for instance in [48, Equation (3.3)]).
2.3.1 The Method of Moments
In Chapter 3 we will show that the number of certain structures within a
random tree tends to a Poisson distribution. In this section we state two
Theorems that will be used to do this.
Let X is a random variable. If the moments of X areall finite and every
random variable with the same moments as X has the samedistribution as
X, then the distribution of X is said to be determined by its moments. The
following theorem states an important property of all distributions deter-
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mined by their moments.
Theorem 2.7 Let Z be a random variable with distribution determined by
its moments. If X,, X2, ... are random variables such that for all k > 0,
E(X,)* = EZ*® as n — co then X,, converges in distribution to Z.
For any random variable S,,, let E(S,,),; be the t™ factorial momentof Sy,
defined as
E(Sn): = E[Sn(S, —1)...(S, —t4+ 1)].
The following variant of Theorem 2.7 is best suited to prove that the distri-
bution of a certain sequence of random variables depending on some integer
parameter n, approaches a Poisson distribution as n tends to infinity.
Theorem 2.8 Given a random variable S, depending on n, if X > 0 is such
that as n — co
E(S,): —> x
for allt > 1 then S;, > Po(A).
Proofs of Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 can be foundin, for example, [23, Theorem
4.5] and [48, Corollary 6.8] respectively.
The use of Theorems 2.7 or 2.8 aimed at finding the asymptotic distribu-
tion of some random variable, goes under the name the method of moments.
Any application of the method of moments is made possible by the ability to
estimate the moments of a particular random variable. Often the following
approach works. If S is a random variable, and we can write S = Yige, Za,
where, for each a € A, Z, is a random indicator, then E(S); satisfies
E(S);= >) Pr[Za, =...= Zu =I), (2.30)
where )*,a, is a sum overall sequences of distinct indices a1,...,a, € A.
dl
Chapter 3
Models and Their Structural
Properties
The aim of this Chapter is twofold. Wefirst give a precise definition of the
problem we are studying and the graph models we will work with. Then
we investigate a number of combinatorial properties of a particular type
of random graph. This investigation is related to the study of the empire
colourability of random trees since the problem of colouring the empires in
a random tree is equivalent to that of colouring the vertices of the random
graphs studied here. Thus understanding the structure of such graphs may
help in designing good colouring strategies.
3.1 The Empire Colouring Problem
In his 1890 paper [43] in which he refuted a previous “proof” of the Four
Colour Theorem, Percy John Heawood mentioned an extension of the map
colouring problem which has since come to be known as the empire colouring
problem.
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“The Problem, however, may be extended in another direction
without departing from ordinary surfaces. In actual maps a
“county” often consists of two detached portions, which are nev-
ertheless required to be coloured similarly. Even one such divided
county may require a fresh colour.”
In the same paper, Heawood wenton to show that if each county consists of
at most r portions then 6r colours are sufficient to give a proper colouring
of the map. It was later shown that for all r > 1 there exist maps requiring
this many colours.
In graph-theoretic terms, given a graph G, a partition P of the vertices
of G and a positive integer s, the empire colouring problem asks if there
exists an s-colouring of G assigning distinct colours to all adjacent vertices
belonging to different “empires” - sets of vertices in P - but using the same
colour for all elements of each block of P. From now on an s-colouring will
be an s-empire colouring unless otherwise stated.
Figure 3.1: Simple examples of planar graphs whose vertex set is partitioned
into three empires each containing two vertices (vertices that are closest to
each other belong to the same empire).
Figure 3.1 shows three examples of graphs (in fact trees) whose vertex
set has been partitioned into empires of size two. In the rest of the thesis
we will be solely concerned with the case in which all empires contain the
same number of vertices. Also, notice that the first two graphs have the
same structure but different vertex labels. For the purpose of studying the
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empire colouring problem the actual labels of the vertices are unimportant
in the following sense: for any colouring of the leftmost graph there is a
corresponding colouring of the middle graph obtained by giving each vertex
the same colour as the vertex in its place in the first graph.
Let B = (Bj)i=1,...n/r be the partition of V(G) into blocks B,, Bs,...,
such that B, contains vertices (k — 1)r + 1,(k —1)r+2,...,kr of G. For
each 7 € {1,...,r}, we will denote by k; the vertex labelled (k — 1)r +7 in
B,. Note that, for r = 1, the blocks contain just a single vertex, and, for
r > 1 we always assume (even when we don’t state it explicitly) that n/r is
an integer’. From now on an instance of the empire colouring problem will
be a triple (G,r,s) where G is a graph, and r ands are positive integers,
with r <n and such that n/r is a positive integer giving, respectively, the
size of the empires in B, and the numberofavailable colours. C(G,r, s) will
denote the set of s-colourings for the given instance.
The empire colouring problem is a variant of the classical graph colouring
problem that has received less attention and, nevertheless, has a number
of interesting features. As it will become apparent very soon the problem
reduces to classical graph colouring but the two problemsare not equivalent.
Also, the empire colouring problem is related to the colouring of graphs of
given thickness (the reader is referred to the work of Hutchinson [46] for
further details).
Given a graph G on n vertices, its r-reduced graph, R,(G) is a graph on
vertices labelled 1,2,...,n/r having an edge connecting vertices i and j for
each edge in G connecting a vertex u € B; to a vertex v € B;. We will
also say that G reduces to graph H or that H is the reduced graph of G,
if H = R,(G), for some r > 1. Note that R,(G), in general, may contain
 
TA similar technical problem arises in the study of random r-regular graphs on n vertices
(see for instance [48, Chapter IX]) where rn must be even for the graphs to be defined.
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loops (if two vertices in B; are adjacent) and parallel edges (if there are two
different edges in E(G) each joining a vertex in B; to a vertex in B;). Notice
also that if r = 1, reducing each empire to a single vertex has no effect and
so Ri(G) = G. Figure 3.2 shows the 2-reduced graphs (vertex labels not
displayed for clarity) corresponding to the graphs in Figure 3.1.
VF
Figure 3.2: The 2-reduced graphs of the graphs in Figure 3.1: two of those
eraphs have the same reduced graph (the one on the left-hand side), the
other graph reduces to a graph with a loop. Vertex labels have been omitted
for clarity.
Given a colouring of R,(G), we can easily define a(n empire) colouring
of G — for all 1 < k < ®% give every vertex in B, the colour of vertex k
in R,(G). Thus, finding an element of C(G,r,s) is equivalent to deciding
whether R,(G) admits a (standard) colouring using s distinct colours. This
fact was exploited by Heawood to prove that 6r colours are always enough to
solve an instance of the empire colouring problem with empires consisting of
at most r countries. More specifically, the r-reduced graph of a planar graph
on n vertices has n/r vertices and, obviously, at most 3n —6 edges. Thus the
average degree of any induced subgraph of G is less than 6r. This implies
that there exists a vertex v in such graph of degree less than 6r. Removing
v leaves a smaller graph with the same small average degree property, which
can be coloured recursively. Once this is done no more than 6r — 1 colours
will be in the neighbourhood of v. Hence v can be given a (spare) colour
from a palette of 6r colours.
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In the remainder of this chapter we analyse a numberof additional struc-
tural properties of reduced graphs. Before doing that we need to make our
probabilistic setting more precise.
3.2 Priifer Codes
From now one wewill concentrate mostly on instances of the empire colour-
ing problem that consist of labelled trees. We next describe a well-known
method of generating trees that will be useful in our analysis as it allows us
to uniquely identify any tree with a string of integers.
Let P = {pi,...,Pn—2} be an ordered sequence of n — 2 integers over
{1,...,n}, called a Priifer code [60], and let K;, be the edgeless graph on n
vertices. We can associate a tree T(P) to the given sequence by the following
method:
Algorithm PruferToTree(P)
Set T(P) = Kn.
Forall i, set Used[i] = false.
for i=1ton—2do
Set v = first vertex that does not appear in {pj;,...,Pn—2} and
with Used[v] = false.
Add edge (uv, p;) to T(P).
Set Used[v] = true.
end for
Set u and v as the two remainingvertices with Used[u] = Used[v]
= false.
Add edge (u,v) to T(P).
Return T(P).
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Notice that the process defines indeed a bijection between the set of
strings of length n — 2 over the alphabet {1,...,n} and the set of labelled
trees on n vertices. Also, following this method, the degree of a vertex v in
T,(P) is equal to the number of times it appears in P, plus one.
3.3 Random Graphs
The main results in this thesis concern the size of C(G,r,s) under the as-
sumption that G is a tree sampled uniformly at random amongall trees on
n vertices”. From now on 7, will denote a random labelled tree on nvertices
(as defined for instance in [58}).
The rest of this chapter is devoted to the study of a numberofstructural
properties of R,(TJ,). But what is R,(J,)? Strictly speaking since J, is a
random graph so is its r-reduced graph. More precisely R,(TJ;,) will be the
typical element of a particular probability space (Q,4,Pr). In this space,
Q is the set of all graphs on n/r vertices. The second element of the triple
(Q, F, Pr) is just the collection of all subsets of 2. Finally Pr has the following
definition (here ©,, is the set of all trees on n vertices, and H € {):
{T€0,:R,(T) = A}|
mnr-2Pr|A] = 
Note that different trees may have the same r-reduced graph, but each tree
correspondsto a single element of 2. Conversely some graphs do not corre-
spond to any tree, in which case Pr[H] = 0.
A number of remarks are in order. First, as a minor point, note that the
definition of (Q,F,Pr) depends on positive integers n and r. Such depen-
 
?In this thesis we follow Janson et al. [48], and consider a random graph as a graph
generated by some predefined random procedure, formalised as a probability space, and a
mapping from this space into a family of graphs.
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dence will usually be kept implicit. Second, the definition above does not
assign the uniform measure to each element of 9. It should be stressed that
we are not interested in sampling uniformly at random from 2. We mentioned
that reduced graphs may help studying the empire colouring problem. This
is true also if we are interested in random instances. However to be able
to translate a result that, say, states that almost all (in the probabilistic
sense) 2-reduced graphsof trees are 3-colourable to a similar empire colour-
ing statement on trees we need to keep track, in probabilistic terms, of the
proportion of trees that correspond to a particular reduced graph. This is
the main reason behind our definition.
In the next section we will consider a number of properties of the r-
reduced graphs of J,,. Although notdirectly related to colouring these prop-
erties shed some light on the likely structure of R,(TJ;,) and may help, in the
future, to devise efficient ways of solving the empire colouring problem, at
least on random trees.
3.4 Structural Properties of R,(7,,)
In this section we study the degree sequence, the connectivity and the number
of copies of certain subgraphs in R,(7J;,). In particular we will prove that
vertex degrees have (asymptotically) Poisson distribution. We will show
that the connectivity of R,(J,) is a.a.s. either r—1 or r. Finally we will
prove that the distribution of short cycles is also approximately Poisson and
we will obtain results on the presence of small cliques in R,(ZJ,). All our
asymptotic results are valid in the limit as n, the number of vertices of the
random tree, tends to infinity.
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3.4.1 Vertex Degrees
If G is a graph, andv is a vertex in G, let deg,(v) be the degree of v in G,
the numberof vertices adjacent to v and let A(G) = maxyeyv(q) degg(v). For
any non-negative integer k, let N,(G) be the number of vertices of degree
k in G. We will first look at the distribution of degp,(z,)(v) for any fixed
vertex uv of R,(T;,). Then we will prove results on A(R,(T;,)).
If T,, is a tree on n vertices, then the average degree of R,(T;,) is equal to
the number of edges multiplied by two and divided by the numberof vertices
giving
2(n — 1) 2r= 2r — — < 2r.nTr
Also, the degree of any vertex in R,(T;,) must be at least r as each of the r
vertices in an empire has degree at least 1 in the underlying tree. The next
two lemmasgive precise information about the distribution of degp:z,)(v)
for any fixed vertex v of R,(T;).
Figure 3.3: A 2-reduced graph of a tree in which a vertex has degree n = 6.
The underlying tree is just a star centred at one of the vertices of empire 3.
Lemma3.1 Let positive integers k, r, and n be given, withl<r<k<n—
2+r. For anyv € V(R,(Ty)) the number of trees T,, for which degpz(7,)(v) =
—2( _ *)rn _pyr
k is
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Proof. Our proof generalises a well known result about trees (See, for in-
stance [24]). We can count the numberof trees reducing to graphs in which v
has degree k by working on the associated Priifer codes (see Subsection 3.2).
As mentioned before, the degree of any vertex in T;, is equal to one plus the
number of times that vertex appears in the Priifer code.
If the vertex v € V(R,(T;,)) has degree k then the degrees of the vertices
U1,-.-,Ur © V(T;,) representing the countries belonging to the empire denoted
by v must sum to k. As each vertex v; (fori € {1,...,r}) appears deg, (v;) —
1 times in the Priifer code P representing T;,, the vertices will appear a total
of k —r times in P.
There are (1-7) possible choices for the elements of P which are equal to
some v; and r*~" choices for which v; each is equal to. The other n—2—k+r
elements may be equal to any of the n—r othervertices in V(T;,). The number
of codes corresponding to trees for which degp(p,)(v) = & is therefore:
(; a ") re(n _ie
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We can now give the distribution of the vertex degrees within R,(T,).
Recall from Section 2.3 that X ~ L denotes the fact that X is a random
variable with distribution CL.
Lemma3.2 Let r be a fixed positive integer, and integer n > r be such that
n/r is a positive integer. Then
Ddegr(z,)(v) —T > Po(r)
as n tends to infinity, for any v € V(R,(T,)).
AO
Proof. From Lemma3.1 it follows that the probability that a vertex in the
r-reduced graph of a random tree has degree k satisfies:
Pr[degp,(z,)(v) = k] = (; - ") (ey
(1 _ nee
for any k € {r,...,n—2+r}. In other words the random variable
degpr,(7) (v) —r=B (n — 2, ) , (3.1)
The result now follows, for fixed values of r, from the well knownrelationship
between the binomial and the Poisson distribution (see, for instance, [38,
Chapter I]]). a
Vertices of minimum degree in R,(T,)
As mentioned before, no vertex of R,(J,,) can have less than r edges attached
to it. The results in this section provide information about the number
N,(R,(Tn)) of vertices of minimum degree in R,(T;,).
Lemma3.3 Let positive integers r, and n be given, with r < n and such
that n/r is a positive integer. Then
EN(R(T)) = 2(1-2)"
EN,(R,(J,))2 = EN;(R,(Tn)) + (2) -2| (1 - on
Proof. Let €,(v) denote the event “degp(z,)(v) = 7”, and let m = 7. We
can write
N(Re(Tn)) = Fest (32)
4]
where J¢,(y) is the random indicator for €,(v). By Lemma 3.2, Pr[I¢,~) =
l= (1 — nn The result on EN,(R,(Z;)) follows.
Also, by (2.28), we may write
m
EN,(R-(In))” = > Prile,@w) = 1, Lew) = II.
uv=1
For any vertex v € V(R,(7,)), by Lemma3.2 the numberof trees reducing
to graphs in which v has degree r is (n — r)"~*. Given two distinct vertices
u,v € V(R,(Z,)) the numberof trees reducing to graphs in which both u and
v have degree r is equal to the number of Priifer codes in which no vertex
from B, or B, appears. That is, the number of distinct (n — 2)-element
strings with elements chosen from a set of n — 2r vertices. It is easy to see
that there are (n — 2r)"~* such strings. Hence
n nEN,(R,(J,))? = BN; (Ry(T,)) + (") -=|(1-r r
Theorem 3.4 Let r be a fixed positive integer and integer n > r be such
that n/r is a positive integer. Then
Nitin) = - (2 —a +o0(n) @.a.s.










From this and Lemma3.3, it is easy to see that
VarN,(R,(Tn)) < EN,(R-(Tn))-
Hence, by Chebyshev’s inequality,
Pr |INs(Ry(Tn)) ~ ENs(Ry(Tq))] 2 ViMBNe(Re(Ta))] S =
which implies the stated result. =
Maximum Degree in R,(T,)
It has been shown by J. W. Moon in [57] that as n tends towards infinity,
the expected maximum degree of a random tree on n vertices satisfies
EA(T,) log n ~ log log n’
and that for almost all trees on n vertices, and any positive constant ¢, A(T)
satisfies:
logn logloglogn logn logn logloglogn
   (1—-e) A(Th) _ <log log n ; loglogn loglogn
(3.3)
loglogn loglogn
These results can be used to give trivial upper and lower bounds on
the maximum degree of the r-reduced graph of a random tree A(R,(Tn))
— clearly the maximum degree must be at least as much as the maximum
degree of the original tree, but no more than r times this. We can go further
than this and show that the lower boundis often much closer to the truth and
that for constant r, almost all trees have r-reduced graphs with maximum
degree close to —2&2-log log n°
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Theorem 3.5 Let r be a fixed positive integer and integer n > r be such
that n/r is a positive integer. Then for any constant € > 0,
(=
¢)logn <= A(Ra)) S
+
e)logn a.a.8.log logn log log n
Proof. The result for r = 1 was proved by Moon in [57]. For r > 2, the
lower boundfollows from equation (3.3), as an empire may contain a vertex
of maximum degree of the underlying random tree and r—1 vertices of degree
one. For the upper boundfirst note that by equation (3.1),
r—rxeBin-2,—).dege,7,)(0) —7 B(n-2,~)
Wealso note that classical Chernoff bounds on the uppertail of a binomial
random variable imply that (see [40]), if S ~ B(n,p), then
Pr[S > k] < (wy eh-np (3.4)




(1+e6)l log] “gtoen7}al € og n i, og og n og logn (+e) logn _5,,_ 4P d > < s log log n
 
(ieVlogn (ite)logn _,,_4




We can rewrite this by taking both a logarithm and an exponent of terms
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within the equation
   
 
(1+e) logn
(+e) log n ( log lg log m) log logn r+1
re log log n e lo n
(erst) (te) logn = —€(clog log n) “Togtogn log log n
(1+€) log log log n
(146) log ( 75 ) (el”s") log log n (
els n log log n
(1+) log log n
(eles i) log log n
logn r+1
3.6log log :) » (3.6)
then by simplifying e'°&” to n and grouping together all powers of n we can
simplify (3.6) to
  
(logn)"" < ean) 3.2)
7ban (l08 log n—log log log n—log( te )) (log log n)rt _ glee .
for some positive constant C. Thus, by linearity of expectation, the expected
numberof vertices of degree greater than k in R,(TJ,,) is at most
(log n)r*}
C log log logné—Ee een log log n
and the stated upper bound follows by Markov’s inequality. =
3.4.2. Edges and Paths
In this subsection we will look at the presence of certain edges and paths
in R,(T,). Such a graph obviously contains ® vertices, equal to the number
of empires in the tree, and n — 1 edges which may include some loops and
parallel edges. The probability of a given edge e being in the reduced graph
R,(T,) depends on the existence of a number of edges in the underlyingtree.
A similar assertion applies to longer acyclic paths.
We start by stating a result of J. W. Moon [56] that will be used in a
number of proofs throughout this chapter.
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Lemma3.6 Given positive integer n, let F be a forest on n vertices con-
sisting of t=n—|E(F)| trees C,...,C;. The number of labelled trees on n
vertices with F as a subgraph is exactly
n—|E(F)|—2 Il V(C )
i=1
The next result follows easily from Lemma3.6 and the fact that there are
n”-? labelled trees on n vertices.
Corollary 3.7 The probability that a random labelled tree on n vertices con-
tains a given acyclic path on | edges is oh
The r-reduced graph of a tree on n vertices contains an edge between two
vertices u and v if there is at least one edge in the underlying tree connecting
a vertex u; € B, toa vertex v; € B,. Similarly, a path fu)... ,v"+)) exists
in R,(TZ,,) if for any 1 <i <1 there is an edge between vand vt), ie. the
subgraph of the underlying tree induced by fol, 6 VO ETYyD}
contains at least one edge with one end-point in {y? ,...,v} and the other
one in {vl'T)... uv}. In the next result let E(v™,..., vu?) denote the
event that R,(Z;,) contains an acyclic path v™,... yen,
Lemma3.8 Letr, andl be two fixed positive integers, and integer n > r be
such that n/r is a positive integer. Let v,... v4) be 1 fixed empires in
R,(Tn). Then, for sufficiently large n,
pltlPre (0.0) = ES (Seer 5 [I)}(1+ 0(1)ln k=1 C1,05Ck J=1
where the second summation is over all ways to choose k integers c¢, > 1
summing tol+k.
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Proof. Each of the / edges in the given path in R,(T,,), may correspond
to one among r? edges in the underlying random tree. This gives a total of
r~! possible subgraphs of the underlying random tree that will reduce to the
path v™,...,0°+). We will call these subgraphs p;,...,p,2:. We have that
Pr lé (v, Lee ult) = Pr
 
Ulne m) | (3.8)
Boole’s inequality tells us that (3.8) can be bounded above by
x Prlp € T,], (3.9)
and Bonferroni inequalities (see, for example [29, p. 100]) give us a lower
bound of
pel pl p2t_y pl
Pr | (a = m| = S> Pr[pi € T,] — > - Pr[(p; Up;) € Inj. (3.10)i= i=l i=1 j=i+l
Finding an exact value for (3.9) and an upper bound on
r2t_y 2h
dX YS Pri(pi Up;) € Tr] (3.11)i=l j=itl
will therefore give us upper and lower bounds on the probability we are
looking for.
Wewill first find the value of (3.9), by Lemma 3.6, the probability of a
given subgraph p; being in 7, depends on the sizes of the connected com-
ponents of p;. Let k be the number of components and for 1 < j < k let
c; be the numberof vertices in component j. We can calculate the number
of possible subgraphssatisfying given values of k and c,...,c, by noticing
that we need to pick one vertex out of r for each of the 1 + 1 empires in the
AT
path, and also an additional one of the remaining r — 1 vertices for each of
the empires where two components meet. This gives a total of
rp _ 1p
choices for any given value of k and c,,...,cz. If r > 1, we can now sum over
all possible values of k and c,..., Cc, to give that
Prin eT] = ry hee yd
k=1(1,.--,Ck
= —-=r=> Ilo. (3.12)
Cl gexny Ck g=1
We now look for an upper bound on (3.11). By Lemma3.6, the proba-
bility
Pr[(p; Up;) € Tr]
is maximised when (p; Up;) has only | + 1 distinct edges and each of these
edges is in its own component, hence we have the upper bound
Noting that the sum in (3.11) has (") terms, we now have an upper bound
n (3.11) of
rt_y 2h p2l\ gitlS> 3 PilUp,) € Ti) < (", ) ae (3.13)i=1 jail
Following (3.10), we can now obtain a lower bound on (3.8) by subtracting
(3.13) from (3.12)
SF pau) € 7>(Dew > ts) - (5y
a
i=1 jg=itl k=1 C15--5Ck J=1
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3.4.3 Vertex Connectivity
We next turn to the (vertex-)connectivity of the graph R,(T,,). Following [26,
p. 9-10], a non-empty graph is connected if every pair of vertices in G is
linked by a path, and for any positive integer d, G' is d-connectedif |V(G)| > d
and G — X is connected for any set X C V(G) with |X| < d. Obviously
R,(Tn) is connected since the original tree is connected and any path in that
graph is preserved in R,(Z,,). In fact there are likely to be multiple paths
between any two vertices u,v € R,(7J,,) since each consists of r vertices in
the underlying tree and each of the r? pairs of vertices u; € By, v; € By are
connected by a path in the tree. Note that by Theorem 3.4 R,(T,) a.a.s.
has minimum degree r, hence the removal of the r neighbours of a minimum
degree vertex disconnects the graph and so the connectivity of R,(J;,) is
a.a.s. at most r. In this section we will show that, for each fixed r > 2,
the probability that R,(7Z,,) is r-connected is bounded above by a positive
quantity that approaches a value dependent on r (but independent of n) as
n tendsto infinity and, furthermore, that R,(TJ;,) is a.a.s. (r — 1)-connected.
The first result will follow as a corollary from an application of the method
of moments (see Section 2.3.1) to estimate the distribution of the number
of vertices of degree r, in R,(Z,,), which are incident to at least one pair of
parallel edges. The second one, for r > 3, will be proved by estimating the
numberof trees whose reduced graph would be disconnected by the removal




Let v be a vertex in R,(J,), we call v a funny vertexif degp(z,)(v) = 7 and
v is incident to a double edge. Notice that the presence of a funny vertex v
in R,(TJ,) implies that the graph is not r-connected, as the removal of the
(at most) r — 1 neighbours of v would leave v as an isolated vertex.
Lemma3.9 Let r and t be fixed positive integers with r > 2, andn > r
be such that n/r is a positive integer. For any set of t vertices v',...,v' €






as n tends to infinity.
Proof. For a vertex in R,(TJ,) to have minimum degree, each of its vertices
must be a leaf in J,, the number of trees in which v!,...,v’ are funny is
therefore equal to the numberof trees on n — rt vertices
(n _ reetes
multiplied by the number of ways to add t groups of r vertices as leaves such
that in each group two vertices have parents in the same empire. For each
group there are (5) choices for the two vertices that are to have parents in
the same empire, and r(n — rt) choices for the parent vertices. For each




We now must count the number of ways to choose parents for the remaining
r — 2 vertices in each group, we can give an upper bound by allowing any
remaining vertex in vw to choose any of the (n — rt) vertices in the tree as
its parent, giving a total of
(3)rtn —rt)! (3.14)
choices. This however, may overcount by counting trees more than once if
there is more than one double edge incident to v’. We therefore give a lower
bound by counting only trees in which there is exactly one double edge and
all other vertices have parents in different empires
(3) rin — rt) Te —rt—rl) = (J)rtn —rt)(1+o(1)). (3.15)
i=1
It follows from (3.14) and (3.15) that the number of ways to add the rt
vertices such that v',...,v* are funnyis
(;) Hn — rt)""(1 + o(1)).
The result follows by multiplying this by the numberof trees on n—rt vertices
and dividing by n”~?. 7
Let F(R,(T,)) be the numberof funny vertices in R,(Z,,). Through an ap-
plication of the method of moments, the next result describes the asymptotic
distribution of F(R,(Tn)).
Theorem 3.10 Let r be a fixed positive integer, with r > 2, and integer
n>r be such that n/r is a positive integer. Then
FUR«(Ts)) ® Po((JJe~)
dl
as n tends to infinity.
Proof. For fixed integer t > 1, let E(F(R,(Tn)))¢ be the tfactorial
moment of F'(R,(Tn)),
E(F(R,(Jn)))t = 52 Priv',...,v* are funny vertices],
v!,...,v¢
where the sumis overall t-tuples of distinct vertices v!,...,v' € V(R,(Th)).
We can see that the number of ordered t-tuples is (2). and by Lemma
3.9 the probability that all vertices are funny is
()nea+ o(1)).2 nnr-2
The t* factorial moment is therefore
B(r(ra(t)» = (2), (5)2a+00r)_\2- ()(etsevan
If |z| < 4, Lemma 2.1 implies that
e* < (1+ z)(1+27) <(1+2)e”,
which with some rearranging gives us that
l+z2>e&". (3.17)
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Since r andt are fixed, for sufficiently large n we can therefore bound (3.16)
(ser)a +0(1)),
(sje)a +0(1)).
Theresult follows by Theorem 2.8. =
above by
and below by
Let ¢,,(k) denote the probability that R,(Z,,) contains k > 0 funny
vertices. If R,(Z,) contains one or more funny vertices, then the removal
of the r — 1 neighbours of one of these vertices would disconnect the graph.
The probability that R,(7Z,,) is r-connected can therefore be bounded above
by ¢,,(0). The following result is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.10.
Corollary 3.11 Let r be a fixed positive integer with r > 2, and integer
n > 1 be such that n/r is a positive integer. Then the probability that the
graph R,(T,) is r-connected is at most ¢,,(0) and furthermore
Orni(O) => a7Ge
as n tends to infinity.
Connectivity Lower Bound
Let m, r and d be fixed positive integers and set n = mr. Let G be a
connected graph? on m vertices. If, for some d < m—1, G is not (d+ 1)-
connected, then there exists a partition of V(G) into non-empty sets A, B,
and S$, such that* || = d andall edges in the graph are either internal to
 
3As we mentioned before, the r-reduced graphofa tree is always connected.
4We will only consider sets S containing exactly d vertices since if there is a smaller




Figure 3.4: An example of (A, B, S')-arborescence (left) obtained from the
r-reduced graph of a tree, with r = 2, d = 4, and m = 20. Thesets of
blocks S, A, and B are represented as sets of vertices. To avoid cluttering
the picture only the four blocks of S have been represented as rectangles
enclosing two vertices each. The vertices of all blocks in A are to theleft of
S, those blocks in B are to the right of S. The example on the right-hand
side describes a more general case in which F', U Ff is not a tree.
 fa
g
e@      ge
one of the blocks or join a vertex in S to a vertex in either A or B. If G is
the r-reduced graph of some graph H and G is not (d + 1)-connected, the
subgraph of H inducedby the vertices in the blocks in AUS (resp. BUS) will
be denoted by F'4 (resp. Fg) and will be such that each of its components
contains at least one vertex in one of the blocks of S. Note that F'4UF'g is not
necessarily either connected or simple (see example on the right-hand side of
Figure 3.4), however if F'4 U Fx is a tree (this is the case when G = R,(T),)),
we call the pair (F'4, Fg) an (A, B,S)-arborescence. We obtain an upper
bound on the numberof trees on nvertices whose r-reduced graph would be
disconnected by the removal of a set S of d vertices by estimating the total
number of (A, B, S)-arborescences definable on a set of n vertices.
Given positive integers d, k, and n, positive integers c),...,c, with
 
B non-empty will also disconnect the graph.
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St, cg =d, let hna(ci,..-, ce) be the number offorests spanning a set V of
n +d vertices with k components such that, for each i € {1,...,k}, the i”
component contains c; > 0 vertices in a given set S C V ofsize d and 7;
other vertices in V \ S. Then
d n é
Rn pees <— ; eeeale ck) (a) io (aHe + ci) ).goiereyLk
where the sum is overall k-tuples of non-negative integers 71,..., 7, Summing
to n. Note that equation (3.18) overcounts slightly by counting some trees
twice when c; = c; for some 7 F 7.




Lined = S- ((. _ b c d, b, ‘) S° Rn—br—dr.dr (Ch tee Chey )Rorar (CP tee Ce
b=1 r c4,cB
(3.19)
where the inner sum is over all ways to choose two non-empty sequences of
positive integers c#,..., Chis and cP... -, CR adding up to dr. In the next
section we will prove an upper bound on this quantity that is valid for fixed
values of r > 2 and d < r, andsufficiently large values of n. This in turn
leads to the following result, bounding the numberof trees on n = mr vertices
whose r-reduced graph is (r — 1)-connected.
Theorem 3.12 Let r be a fixed positive integer with r > 1. There exists a
positive constant
Cear= 2)r)!)22?r("-2) (p _ 1)Dr
2p(1?-4




of trees T,, for which R,(Tp) is not (r — 1)-connected is at most Cn”~3t¢.
From Theorem 3.12, our result on the typical connectivity of R,(T,,) fol-
lows as a simple corollary.
Corollary 3.13 For any fixed integer r > 1, the r-reduced graph of a random
tree on n vertices is a.a.s. (r — 1)-connected.
Proof. By the previous Theorem, the numberof trees on n vertices with
n—3+€ for somer-reduced graphs that are not (r — 1)-connected is at most Cn
constant C’. The probability that a random tree will have an (r—1)-connected
r-reduced graph is therefore at least
 
=
Therest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.12. We start
by working on hya(C1,.--, Ck):
Lemma3.14 Let k and d be fixed positive integers. Then for any positive
integer n, for all positive integers c),..., Cy with iy G= d,
k~ ( : [loi + eye? < (np aye7 H1,+++,LkL1y.-5x£ 4=1
Proof. Consider the sets of vertices W = {w,...,Wn}, S = {ui,..-, ua}
and for 0 <i<d let d; = fel c;. Then,
k( n [Itz +4 cet?
L1,-++,Uk f=1
counts the numberof trees T;,..., 7, where for 1 <i < k, the tree T; con-
tains the vertices wq,_,+41,---, Ua, and all vertices in W;, given some arbitrary
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partition of W into k (possibly empty) subsets W,,...,W where for each i,
|W;| = 2;. By summing overall 7,,..., 2% we considerall such partitions.
We can connect this sequence of trees by adding an edge (ug,_, +1, Ua; +1)
for every 1 <7 < k—1 to obtain a tree T with n+d vertices. By construction,
a different sequence of trees 7,,..., 7}, leads to a different tree T . Thus we
obtain that the numberof different sequences of such trees 7},..., 7}, is less
than or equal to the numberof different trees T with n+d vertices, which is
(n 4 d)rte?,
=
Let r and d befixed positive integers, with r > 1. For any positive integer
n define




VsoGs b) = ( d
a,
By (3.18) and Lemma3.14,
I3
((. —h " d.b :) - Pistetie “are Ch, imate@, sireny a)
c4 cB
is at most
((dr)!)?CYnna (= —b-d, b)
where the positive constant C' is the numberof ways to choose two non-empty
Asequences of positive integers c4,c? each summing to dr. This is equal to
(ECE)ia eel ,
which is 27¢"-? by the binomial theorem. In what follows we will consider
ov
=< r,d(@, b) as defined on the set of positive integers a and b satisfying a+b =
= if.31s
Lemma3.14 enables us to simplify our counting. The quantity Z,,q can
be bounded above by X7,4 (1, a 4) where
b2Xnna(br, bo) = ((dr)!)222""-2 S> Vina (Z _b-d, »)
b=b1
The remainder of our argumentis a proof that this quantity is small compared
with n”~?.
To prove Theorem 3.12 we will split Xn7—2 (1, 5 l2 —rt+ 2]) into twoTr
parts:
JE = 7+2]) < Xene-all ln')}+Xane-a (Intl [2 —r-+2])1Xapr—2 (1, 9
for some € € (0,1) to be chosen later. The following lemma showsthat, for
sufficiently large n, Y;,>,a(a@, 0) is maximised wheneither a or 6 is as large as
possible. This fact will be used in turn to prove upper bounds on the two
parts of Xp7-7-2 (1, 5\2 —r+ 2)
Lemma3.15 Let d andr be fixed positive integers with r > 3, d <r — 2,
and integer n > r be such that n/r is a positive integer. Then,
Yrala + 1, b-— 1) > Veena ds b)
for any integer a and b witha > b> 1, such thata+b= 7% —d.
Proof. For a fixed positive d,
 
Ynra(@+1,b-1) _ (o415-1.) (ar + dr + r)utertr—2 (bp 4+ dr — ryetar—r—2
Yanda, b) 7 ( a) (ar AL. dr)art+dr—2 (br af. dr)or+ar—2
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_ 1 (a +d+ letirta? (6 4+d—ela 20)
atl (a+d)sr+4r—-2 (b+ d)ertar-2 
Define the function f(x), for x > 1, as
1 (x +d+ 1)(@+r+dr—2
- r+1 (x + d)ar+ar—2 a
 f(z)
then (3.20) is equal to
f(a)f(b-1)™.
The statement of this Lemmatherefore holds if f(x) is strictly monotone
increasing for x > 0. Thefirst derivative of f(x) is equal to
(x cls d+ |eres
(x + q)eird—-l
(+1) (r(w+d)(« +d + 1) log (244+) + 2) - (x + d(x +d +1)
(x +1)?
which, for positive 7 and d, has the same sign as
2(¢+1)-(¢#+d)(x+d+1)
(x+d+1)(2+d)(x +1)  
1l 1rog ( +oa)t
Using Lemma 2.1 we can bound this below by
- r 2(2+1)-—(«#+d)(a+d+1)
t+d («+d)? (a +d4+1)(x£+d)(x +1)
(r — 1)x? + ((2d + 1)r — (3d — 1))ax? + ((d? + 2d — 1)r — (3d? — 2))x + ((d + 1)r — d(d + 2))
(2 +d+1)(x+d)?(x+4+1) ,
 
For positive x, d and r > 3 with d < r — 2, every bracketed term in the
last expression is non-negative and so f’(x) > 0 for all x > 0. Hence f(z) is
strictly monotoneincreasing for x > 0 and theresult follows. a
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Proof of Theorem 3.12. For r = 2 the result is obvious since the reduced
graph of any connected graphis itself connected. For r > 2, we give an upper
bound on Z,,,,q and hence on the numberof trees T;, for which the vertex
set of R,(T;,) can be split in three sets A, B and S with |S| =r — 2, |B| =b
for some b € {1,....312 —T +2]}, and |A| = 2 —b—(r—2), and such that
there are no edges connecting A to B. First note that
lin 1|n
Xnpr—2 (. 2 = =r 2) < Agees [n*]) = Xnyrr—2 (In‘} 2 |" =f" =F 2) ) :
Lemma3.15 allows us to bound X;,;,,~2(1, |n*|) above by making A aslarge
as possible in each term
i lr- .) (n— prt
2((p _ yarn?) .Xnrr—2(1, [n©]) < (((r—2)r)!)?27°"ns (( —r+l,318
& ‘ nyn viii) is at most (2 , thus
Tr
The multinomial coefficient (
nXnpa(hs Ln’)
<
(((r = 2)r)!)72°°nt (7IA y (n _ r)rr2((r _ rynyr)
6 Carrs (3.21)
for some constant 0 < C < (((r — 2)r)!)222"(-2) (7 — 1)Dr2p?1,
Next we look at
-, LnXnon-2 (Ih 52-1 +21),
this part of
lin
Anga—2 (1, g = T+ 24)
still contains a large numberof terms, but each term is relatively small. By
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Lemma 3.15 moving vertices from B to A will increase the size of
Vir (7 ~b- (r = 2),8,r-2),r
We can therefore bound
Xnre2 (In'), 512-1 +24)n,r,r—2 nN}, op r
above by
(((r—2)r)!)? 27-2) on™
((: —r—|né| : 2, [n|,r — ») (n — [nt]?(|né| +r? — rynnera
) .
r
5 ‘ j ; 4 ‘|+r—2In the expression above, the multinomial coefficient is at most (2)" aad ;
and thus we get (for n sufficiently large)
Xnsee—B (In‘) 5 |" —r+ 2}) < (((r—2)1) 2227-2) pt? potDe gyn2t(272)— (re Lernez
For r >2 and0<e< mS, this means that
€ lin 1 n—-3Nawe—B (In |, 9 = —Tt+ 2]) < C'n : (d.22)
for some constant 0 < C’ < (((r — 2)r)!)222""-2r’*_ Theresult follows by
adding together (3.21) and (3.22). :
3.4.4 Cycles
A tree by definition contains no cycles. However, for r > 2, when an r-
reduced graph is generated from a tree T, it is possible that a cycle will
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be created from one or more paths within J;,,. Two paths p; and po in T),
describe a single path in R,(T,,) if there exists an empire B, such that both
p, and pg have end-points in {v,...,v,}. A path in JT, forms a cycle in
R,(T,) if both of its end-points are in the same empire. Given a collection
of paths a in T,,, we call a an r-pre-cycle (sometimes omitting r when such
parameter is arbitrary, or clear from the context) of length k if the edges




Figure 3.5: The 2-reduced graph of the tree in the picture contains three
copies of the triangle spanning its three vertices. One copy is obtained as the
union of the edge {2,5} and the path (1,3,6) in T,,. The other two are each
formed by three independent edges: they both contain {1,3}, and {2,5},
plus {4,6} in one case and {4,5} in the other one.
In what follows, let X;,(G) denote the numberof k-cycles (for k > 1) ina
given graph G (where a 1-cycle is a loop and a 2-cycle a pair of parallel edges
connecting two given vertices). Let Cm, be the set of all possible k-cycles
 on m labelled vertices. Note that |Cn4| = () (resp. |Cire| = aoe) for
k < 2 (resp. for k > 2). Formally, Cr,, is a collection of graphs on m labelled
vertices each containing exactly k edges arrangedin a single undirected cycle.
The m — k isolated vertices are irrelevant to our treatment, hence, in what
follows we will identify each element of C,,, with the particular cycle it
contains.
We can find the expected numberof k-cycles in R,(J;,) by summing the
probabilities of occurrence for each cycle in Ciy,,%. The probability that a
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given cycle 7 € Cx, is formed bya collection of edges in R,(Z;,) depends on
the way these edgesare related in the tree. The path-structure of a collection
of k edges in a tree is a sequence J = (71,..., 7%) of non-negative integers with
ed - i, = k where, for all 1 < 1 < k, % is the number of paths of length
l in the given collection of edges. Figure 3.6 represents graphically all valid
path-structures for a set of three edges: (3,0,0) (three independent edges),
(1,1,0) (one edge and a path of length two) and (0,0,1) (one path of length
three).
Let Z;, be the set ofall k-tuples (i1,...,%%) € IN’ such that Ee Le= RB.
Define Ax, as
(here |J| = *_, 2).Pps
Figure 3.6: Possible ways in which three edges of a tree on n = 15 vertices
may form a 5-pre-cycle reducing to a triangle in the 5-reduced graph of the
structure (all other edges in the underlying tree are omitted for clarity).
Lemma 3.16 Let k, r, and n be positive integers, with r > 2 and such that
7 as a positive integer not smaller than k. Let T, be a tree on n vertices.
The number of possible r-pre-cycles consisting of k independent edges in T;,
1s
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Proof. For k < 2 there are |Cy/p4| = ("(") ways to choose the participating
empires. We then choose two distinct vertices within each empire to be the
start and end points of the k edges, there are (r(r — 1))* ways to choose
these vertices, but we must divide this by two as when k = 1 (resp. k = 2) a
pre-cycle with edge {u;,u;} (resp. edges {uj,,u;,}, {ui, uj, }) is identical to
a pre-cycle with edge {u;, ui} (resp. edges {uj,, uj,}, {Ui,, Us, }).
For k > 2, we first need to choose an ordered list of k vertices within the
reduced graph on which the cycle is to be built, this can be done in (2),
different ways. Notice however that reversing the order of the vertices or
choosing a different starting point does not change the cycle (e.g. {1, 2,3, 4, 5}
is the same pre-cycle as {3, 4,5, 1,2} or {4,3,2,1,5}) and so we must divide
by 2k to avoid repetition. Having chosen a cycle on the empires, there are
then (r(r — 1))* choices for the vertices in the tree that are incident to the
edges. 7
Theorem 3.17 Forfixed integersr > 1 andk > 1 and integern > r tending
towards infinity,
EX;(R,(Tn)) ~ Abr
Proof. We can find the expected number of k-cycles by adding together
the probabilities of all possible cycles. By Lemma3.6, sets of edges (in 7,,)
with the same path structure will occur with the same probability. We can
therefore group these together and sum overall J € Z,. Given a particular
I, we can build all possible pre-cycles with this path-structure by starting
with a pre-cycle on |/| independent “pseudo”-edges and then replacing each
pseudo-edge with a path of the correct length. By Lemma 3.16 the number
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of possible pre-cycles on |J| independent edgesis
in“ory — 1)",
we must then multiply this by the (,, .) ways of replacing the pseudo-edgesqeeey
by the actual paths and the (2 —|Iecan rk-!| possible choices of vertices to
make up these paths. Finally we multiply by the probability of the pre-cycle
being present which, by Lemma 3.6, is
1=x AL(1+ 1)'
ne l=1
Putting all this together gives us that
BXUR(T)) = (5M)See — yyFateeT+0
EO.ed= (2), 2s
We can bound (2), above by
and below by
k k _ k(= -«+1) =(=) (1 - F—**) .
r r n
from these bounds and equation (3.23) we see that
New ( - Gao) < EX;(Re(Tn)) < der
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From this we get that for fixed r > 1 the expected numbers of k-cycles
for the first few k are:
EX\(R,(Tr)) ~ 7-1,
EX,(R,(Ts)) ~ (r—1)?+5(r=1),
EXs(R-(Tn)) ~ 5(r—1)°+3(r 1)? +2(r 2),
BX,(R,(T,)) ~ Ar — 18 + 6(r — 1)8 + P(r — 1)? + 3(r 1).
The asymptotic distribution of the numberof k-cycles in R,(T,)
In the final part of this section we will use the method of moments to find
the asymptotic distribution of X;,(2,(Z;,)). We will prove that
E(Xx(R-(Tn)))e ~ Arr)!
as n tends to infinity and hence conclude that X;,(R,(Z,)) has asymptotically
a Poisson distribution with parameter A,.-.
Theorem 3.18 Let k andr be fixed positive integers, with r > 2, and integer
n>r be such that n/r is a positive integer. Then
X4(Ry(In)) > Po(Anr):
as n tends to infinity.
Proof. Let A,be the set of all r-pre-cycles of length k on the vertices
of T,, and for any a € A,,~ let Zp,¢ be equal to one if all the edges of a are
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present in TJ,,, zero otherwise. Given a € Ay, let @ be the cycle formed by
the edges of a in the r-reduced graph. We can now rewrite X;,(R,(Z,)) as
Xp(R-(Tn)) = S- Zn,
QECAnrk
This means that X;,(R,(TJ,,)) meets all the conditions for equation (2.30) and
so the factorial moments of X;,(R,(Z;,)) can be expressed as
*
E(X;.(R,(Tn)))t = > Pr[Zna, =--- = Zn= 1
1 ge00y'at
A lower bound on this expression is obtained by considering only sets of
pre-cycles that will reduce to vertex disjoint cycles in R,(TJ,). Given the t
path structures ,...,; for a,,...,a,, the number of ways to choose the
sets of vertices in which each pre-cycle is formed is
t 2_—k(ij-1II (Es) r(r — 1) lil, (3.24)
There are also
* [Z;| 9Il j 5 (3.25)
choices for how to replace the pseudo-edges with paths. By Lemma3.6, the




hence the probability of t disjoint pre-cycles being present is
1 t kPola...€ Te] = =e TTT+ 0%. (3.26)
j=1l=1
Putting together equations (3.24), (3.25) and (3.26) and summing overall
{Ih,...,1:} gives
can be bounded below by
(2m
and taking everything that does not depend on 7 outside of the product we
can see that (3.27) is at least2)"ne)"Zag)(a)flee
kr(t — 1)\" Il \@=alal & i~ (1- ) » I ( ty) 2I5| Ile+) ).i FiseglG1 =i
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By the multinomial theorem,
> II ((,."" 2)See Tern)
Ih,.lt j=l aU i=1
and thus
kr(t — By"
E(X;(R,-(Th)) 2 New (: ~~ -
To bound the expression above, we can still group the termsas
S- Priay,..., ET,
QL 0055 at
based on the path-structure of a;,...,a,, but of course, we need to account
for the fact that the cycles may not be disjoint. Given J;,...,/; € Zz, the
numberof ways to choose the orderedsets of vertices on which each pre-cycle
is formed can be bounded above by
II ($s) r*(r — 1451 (3.28)
(note that this overcounts by including cases where edges from the various
pre-cycles form a cycle on the vertices of J, as in Figure 3.7).
 
Figure 3.7: The red and black edges form two 3-cycles in the reduced graph.
Individually, neither set forms a cycle in 7,,, but taken together there is a
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When non-vertex disjoint cycles are allowed, it is possible that some pre-
cycles will share edges. We will now give a weak upper bound on the expected
numberof sets of t pre-cycles within 7, where | > 1 of the edges appearin
multiple pre-cycles, and show that this is small compared to Aj,. If 1 edges
are shared between the pre-cycles then there are a total of kt — 21 vertices
making up the pre-cycles. The number of ways to choose the sets of vertices
on which each pre-cycle is formed is thus at most
kt—2lCn ,
for some constant C’. By Lemma3.6, the probability that 7, contains a given
set of kt — 1 edges can be bounded above by
gkt—l
kt?




for some positive constant C.
 
Figure 3.8: A vertex v participating in two different triangles in a 5-reduced
graph.
Wenext look at the probability that R,(J,) contains the cycles d1,..., d
such that all pre-cycles are edge disjoint in J,. Such pre-cycles may also be
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vertex disjoint, or there may be vertices that appear in more than one pre-
cycle. We will show that the probability of a given set of pre-cycles appearing
in the tree (as given by Lemma3.6) is maximised when no vertex appears in
more than one pre-cycle.
Suppose that one vertex uv of J, appears in m different pre-cycles (say
Q1,.-.,Q@m, Without loss of generality), such that for any 1 < i < m, the
length of the path in a; containing v is l;. Figure 3.8 gives an example for
m = 2, and k = 3 (for the given example 1, = 2, and Jy = 3, note that the
rightmost cycle contains a second component which has a vertex within the
empire containing v, but this is not counted as it does not contain v itself).
These paths form a connected component in 7,, of size
(do4) +1
and hence by Lemma3.6, the probability that 7, contains all the edges of
Q1,...,Q4 is equal to the probability that it containsall of the paths that do
not contain v multiplied by
Sasea (1+34).
Next, consider a graph 7) that is identical to J, except that instead of
all meeting at vertex v Q1,...,Q@m all contain different vertices in the same
empire (Figure 3.9 gives a simple example for the graph in Figure 3.8). Now,
for each 1 < i < m there is a connected component of size /; + 1 that was
in the shared component of 7,,. Therefore by Lemma 3.6, the probability
that 7,’ contains all the edges of aj,..., ais equal to the probability that it
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Figure 3.9: An empire participating in two different triangles in a 5-reduced
graph. Note that no vertex appears in more than onetriangle.
contains all of the other paths multiplied by
1 m
Sa I,+1).
nouvi=l li II )i=1
The probability is at its highest when all of the paths are vertex disjoint,
hence equation (3.26) can be used as an upper boundon probability.
We can now obtain an upper bound on the t” factorial moment of
X,(R,(Tn)) by putting together equations (3.25), (3.26), (3.28) and (3.29),






































The overall result now follows by Theorem 2.8. =
¢2
3.4.5 Cliques
Let K, be a clique of size s, i.e. a complete subgraph on s vertices. As
with cycles, a tree will by definition contain no instances of K, for s > 2,
however once again it is possible for the reduced graph R,(T,,) to contain
higher cliques as a result of paths within T;,. Given a set of s distinct vertices
B= {v,...,v} € R,(T,), there is a clique in R,(T;) on @ if for every pair
of empires (B,«), Byu)) with 7 # 7 there exists at least one edge connecting
a vertex in the set {v\,...,v{} to a vertex in {vl?,..., 0}.
Let Y,(R,(Z,)) be the number of s-cliques in R,(T;,). We already know
that
Ars 1Y3(R,(J,)) > Po (+ =f :) .
(this is true because Y3(R,(Z,)) = X3(R,(Tn))). The natural question is
what happens for k > 3. The next results show that large cliques in R,(T,)
are quite rare. Lemma 3.19 uses a simple counting argument to prove that
no r-reduced graph contains a copy of Ko,4,,. The subsequent Theorem, via
an elementary union bound, shows that, in fact, even Ky is rare in the r-
reduced graph of a random tree, as long as r is a fixed positive number. As
a corollary we obtain a full characterisation of the size of the largest cliques
in R,(TJ,), for any fixed value of r > 1. In that result w(G) is the size of the
largest clique in the graph G.
Lemma3.19 For any positive integers r and n, with n > r and such that
n/r is a positive integer, and any labelled tree T,,, the graph R,(T;,) does not
contain any clique of size greater than 2r.
Proof. For any positive integer s, any induced subgraph of 7), consisting
of s empires (rs vertices) is itself an empire forest and as such has at most
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edges in total. A subgraph consisting of 2r empires may therefore have at
most 2r? — 1 edges, while a Ko, clique has
r(2r —1) = 2r? —r < 2r?-1
edges. A subgraph on 2r + 1 empires however, may have at most 2r?+r—1
edges while a clique on the corresponding vertices in R,(J,) would need
r(2r +1) =2r? +r > 2r?+r—-1
edges. Since the number of edges required for the clique is more than may
be present on the subgraph, no clique of size greater than 2r may exist in
Ry(Th) :
Lemma 3.19 is valid for any tree T;,, and any value of r, even depending
on n. Also, note that the study of the size of the largest cliques in R,(T;,) is
strictly related to the analysis of the chromatic properties of R,(TJ,,) as the
size of the largest clique in a graph is a natural lower bound on its chromatic
number. In fact Theorem 4.1 in Chapter 4 provides an alternative proof of
Lemma 3.19. The next result shows that, in fact, much smaller cliques are
rare in the r-reduced graph of a random tree.
Theorem 3.20 For any fixed positive integer r, and integer n > r such that
n/r is a positive integer, R,(T,) a.a.s. contains no clique of size at least four.
Proof. The result is obvious for r = 1. For r > 2, the number of ways in
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which a set of four empires can be chosen from the n/r empires in R,(TJ;,) is
n/r (") 1
<[— AW?4 r/ A!
for each set of empires there are at most r!? possible sets of six edges on the
vertices of these empires in 7, that will lead to a clique on the empires in
R,(T,). From this we have that there are at most
n\ tr
—) — 3.30( r ) A! ( )
sets of six edges in J, corresponding to 4-cliques in R,(T,).
By Lemma3.6, the number of trees on n vertices in which a given set of
six edges is present is maximised when no two edges share an end point, in
which case there are
64n"-§ (3.31)
trees containing these edges. By multiplying (3.30) and (3.31) and dividing
by the total number of trees on n vertices we can obtain an upper bound on





R,(Tn)] < ant(")t[k4 € R,( )I < 64n r 4! nn-2
8
~ 3n?- o(8)
Asanylarger clique must contain a Ky, within it, this also serves as an upper
bound on the probability of R,(J,) containing any clique of size at least 4.
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Corollary 3.21 Let r be a fixed positive integer, and integer n > r be such
that n/r is a positive integer. Then
Pr[w(R,-(Tn)) = 2] ~ eo" and Pr[w(R,-(TIn)) = 3] ~ 1—
as n tends to infinity.
Proof. By Theorem 3.20 Pr[w(R,(Zn)) > 3] tends to zero as n grows to
infinity. The event “w(R,(Z;,)) = 3” is equivalent to “X3(R,(Z,)) > 0”. By
the results in Section 3.4.4
Pr[w(R,(Z,)) = 3] ~ 1-—e**".
Finally, clearly, since each graph R,(T,,) contains at least one edge (for n > 2)
Prlw(Rr(In)) = 2] = 1 — Prlw(R-(Tn)) 2 3).
=
The (weak) consequence of the analysis in this section on the empire
colourability of random trees is that, for fixed values of r > 2, there is,
asymptotically, a constant probability that 7, cannot be coloured with just
two colours (because it contains a triangle). In Chapter 5 we will improve on
this by showing that, in fact, for each r > 2 there exists a value s, > 2 such
that a random tree on n vertices C(Z,,7, 5) is empty a.a.s. for any s < s,.
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3.5 Comparisons with Other Types of Ran-
dom Graphs
In this section we will look at how the structural properties of the reduced
graphs of random trees compare to those of other types of random graph,
primarily random regular graphs, random planar graphs, and the Erdos-
Rényi random graphs with a fixed number of edges. Since the number of
vertices and edgesis fixed in R,(TJ,,), we will consider random graphs on n/r
vertices, which are either regular graphs of degree 2r (denoted by Gn or), or
uniformly distributed over the set of all graphs on n/r vertices with n—1 edges
(denoted by G(2,n—1) or, when interested in planar graphs, by P(*,n—1)).
A planar graph on m vertices can have at most 3m-—6 edges and so obviously
no comparable graphs can be considered for r > 3, however as n growslarge,
graphs on 3 vertices with n — 6 edges provide a reasonable comparison point
for r = 3. Note that such graphs are maximally planar (see [26, Chapter 4])
and as such they are triangulations.
In this section we deal with the properties considered in this chapter. We
defer a comparison of the chromatic properties of all these models to the
discussion at the end of Chapter 5.
3.5.1 Connectivity
R,(Z,) must always be connected since the tree from which it was reduced
is also connected, however this is not necessarily the case with other types
of random graphs. In particular Erdés-Rényi graphs with a relatively low
number of edges are quite likely to be disconnected [16].
In the case of random regular graphs it has been shown in [14] that any
random regular graph of degree d > 3 will a.a.s. be d-connected. This is a
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stronger claim than that given for R,(Z,,): in Theorem 3.12 it was proved
that R,(TJ,,) is a.a.s. (r — 1)-connected.
Looking now at random planar graphs, it was shown in [53] that a ran-
dom planar graph with no restriction on the number of edges has at least a
probability of e~! of being connected. It was conjectured in the same paper
that the true probability is closer to 0.95. When wefix the numberof edges,
a planar graph with } vertices and n—6 edges(i.e. a graph having a density
similar to that of R3(T;,), for any T;,) must be connected, since if the graph
was disconnected it would be possible to add an edge joining two components
(which is not possible in a triangulation. For completeness, we mention that
Gerke et al. [35] show that for any random planar graph on mvertices with
fixed number of edges gm with q < 3 there is always at least a constant
probability of the graph being disconnected, furthermore there is at least a
constant probability that the graph will contain an isolated vertex.
3.5.2 Degree Sequence
By definition all vertices of a regular graph have degree d, thus questions
about degree sequence are trivial for this kind of graph. For other types of
random graphs we can compareresults about the degree with those found
for R,(Tn).
Theorem 3.5 gives us that for any constant € > 0,
= 1 |B=O6EO ena)<a,log log n log log n
This is very similar to what can be proved for Erdés-Rényi random graphs
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with a constant average degree. Such graphs a.a.s. have maximum degree
0 logn
log logn
(this can be obtained from results on the related, so called, G(n, p) model [15,
Theorem 3.7, p.66]). Similarly, random planar graphs have maximum degree
Q logn
log log n
with probability 1 — o(1) [53]. Note however that, by a result of Gao and
Wormald [33],
logm  loglogm
log 4/3 2log 4/3 A(P(m, 3m — 6)) ~
as m tends to infinity. Thus the maximum vertex degree in a random planar
triangulation is somewhatlarger than that of R3(T,).
A lot is known about the degree sequence of the Erdés-Rényi random
graphs. For each fixed d, the probability that a given vertex in a random
graph with average degree 2r has degree d is (1 + o(1)) Ger, as n tends
to infinity. (Achlioptas and Moore, for instance, refer to this as a folklore
result [3]). This is very qualitatively similar to the results on the degree
distribution of R,(J;,) presented in this thesis (see Lemma 3.2 earlier on
in this chapter). Of course no vertex in R,(J,) can have degree less than
r. Thus, results on the minimum degree in R,(7,) are very different from
those relative to G(",n—1). In particular, any of the classical random graphs
consideredin this section (except random regular graphs) will contain (many)
isolated vertices a.a.s.
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3.5.3 Cycles and Cliques
It has been shown in [68], that a random regular graph will a.a.s. contain
no copy of any given subgraph with more edges than vertices, hence as with
R,(T,) there will be a.a.s. no cliques of size four or larger. Also as with
R,(T,), for any tree T,, any regular graph with degree 2r will contain no
copy of K-42 since this would require each vertex in the clique to have
degree at least 2r + 1. It is however possible, albeit unlikely, for a random
regular graph of degree 2r to contain a copy of Ko,4,. Regarding cycles,
Bollobés showed in [13] that the numbers of short cycles of length 7 in a
random regular graph of degree d are independent random variables tending
to a Poisson distribution with mean
(d-1)'Nees 2i 
This is quite close to the distribution for R,(J,,) given by Theorem 3.18. The




A,r = r— 9 ’
Ar 1Men = ear,3k 3 +3
 Map = 2r4—2r? +
Similar results hold in G(,n—1). Since cycles of length 7, for any 7 > 3,
are strictly balanced graphs, and their automorphism group (the so called
dihedral group) has order 22, results from [15, Chapter 4] suggest that the
number of copies of the cycle of length i in G(",n — 1) has asymptotically
Poisson distribution with parameter (ry In fact the same argument entails
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that the number of complete graphs on 7 vertices in G(2,n —1) has asymp-
totically Poisson distribution with parameter (ony (the 2! comes from the fact
that the automorphism group of the complete graph on 7 vertices is the set
of all permutations on {1,...,7}). Thus, for large values of n, G(2,n — 1)
will, for instance, contain a copy of K4 with probability approximately equal
to 1 — exp (-25) whereas, by Theorem 3.20, the probability that R,(TZ,)
contains kK’, is negligible.
Gerkeet al. [35] prove that for random planar graphs with fixed number of
edges greater than the numberof vertices, for any connected planar subgraph
H there exists some constant a > 0 such that the probability of the number
of vertex disjoint copies of H being less than an is at most e~%™, Hence
there will be a large number of short cycles and Ky cliques. Larger cliques
however will not be present since Ks is not planar.
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Chapter 4
The Empire Colouring Problem
on ‘Trees
In this chapter we will consider the empire colouring problem on trees. As
explained in Section 3.1, for any r > 1, finding a proper empire colouring of
a planar graph is equivalent to finding a proper colouring of its r-reduced
graph R,(G). Here, we are interested in estimating the chromatic numberof
R,(T), where T is a tree on nvertices.
4.1 Arbitrary Graphs
Before considering random graphs, we look at the numberof colours required
to give a proper colouring of the r-reduced graph of any tree. We bound the
number of colours required above by using a method similar to that used by
Percy John Heawood to show that all planar graphs are six-colourable [43].
This number is then shown to be necessary to properly colour the r-reduced
graphsofall trees through an inductive methodto create trees requiring this
many colours.
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Theorem 4.1 Let r and n be positive integers such thatn >r and n/r is a
positive integer. Let T,, be a tree on nvertices. Then
x(R,(Tr)) < 2r.
Proof. The proof is constructive. We will prove that an obvious modification
of Heawood’s heuristic (described at the end of Section 3.1) colours R,(T,,)
using no more than 2r colours.
As explained in subsection 3.4.1, the average degree of the r-reduced
graph of any tree is strictly less than 27. Due to this, there must always be
at least one empire in the graph with degree at most 2r — 1. If we select
one such empire and remove it from the graph, the induced graphresulting
from this is the reduced graph of a forest with n —r vertices. By the same
argument, this graph must also contain at least one empire of degree at most
2r —1 which can be removed. The process can be continued in this way with
the graph being decomposed by removing one empire at a time until none
are left.
With this done the graph can be built back up by adding the empires to
the graph in the reverse order from how they were removed. Each empire is
coloured as it is added using a simple greedy algorithm whereby the empireis
assigned thefirst colour not used by any of its neighbours. As the maximum
degree that any empire may have at the time it is added is 2r — 1, at most
2r colours will be required to colour the vertex and its neighbours. =
Note that, in contrast with what happens in the context of arbitrary
planar graphs, for r = 1, the algorithm returns an optimal colouring of any
tree (of coursefinding an optimalcolouringof a planar graph is NP-hard[34]).
Theorem 4.2 Let r and be positive integers such thatn >r and n/r is a
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positive integer. There is a family of trees (T"),->1 such that
xBe(T™)) = Or
for each r > 1.
Proof. We define a family of trees (7"),> such that, for all integers r > 1,
the reduced graph of TJ” is K2,, the complete graph on 2r vertices. The
tree T” will have u(r) = 2r? vertices of which I(r) = r? — r + 2 have degree
one. Furthermore, if C,; and C2 are two special vertices called the centres of
T” then there will be exactly r vertices of degree one, belonging to empires
1,3,...,2r — 1 at distance 2(r — 1) from C; and r vertices of degree one,
belonging to empires 2,4,...,2r at distance 2(r — 1) from Cp). These sets of
vertices are called Far; and Far2 respectively.
The empire tree T' = Ky. Assume that T’~! is given consisting of empires
of size r—1, labelled from one to 2(r—1), whichsatisfies all properties above.
Add r—1 new vertices belonging to empire 2r —1 and r—1 vertices belonging
to empire 2r. Connect each of the new vertices in empire 2r — 1 (resp. 2r)
with adistinct element of Far, (resp. Far2). By adding one more vertex to
each empire we can change this so that any two empires are adjacent. Choose
one vertex from empire 2r — 1 (resp. 2r), and attach r new leaves belonging
to empires 2,4,...,2r (resp. 1,3,...,2r —1) to this vertex. The resulting
tree is an r-empire tree. It has I(r) = I(r — 1) + 2(r — 1) vertices of degree
one and v(r) = v(r — 1) + 2(r — 1) + 2r vertices in total and reduces to Ko,.
Remarks. The results in this section seem to solve the question of the
empire colourability of trees - the lower bound on the number of colours
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1, 21 ly 24
 
r=1 r=2 r=3
Figure 4.1: The trees T!, T?, and T® built following the method given in
Theorem 4.2. In eachtree, the vertex labelled 7; is the j“” element of empire
i. Note that there is at least one edge between any pair of empires in each
tree and hence each reduces to a clique K2,.
 
Figure 4.2: An example of a tree with r = 2 that does not reduce to a graph
containing Ko, and yet requires 2r colours for a proper colouring.
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required is equal to the upper bound - however, this is not the whole story.
The trees defined in Theorem 4.2 all reduce to Ko,, yet by Theorem 3.20 in
Chapter 3 the reduced graph of a random tree will a.a.s. contain no cliques
of size greater than three. Of course, the presence of a large clique is not
a necessary condition for a graph to require 2r colours - see for example
figure 4.2 which has r = 2 and chromatic number 4, but this small graph
contains six triangles when Theorem 3.17 predicted that even large graphs
would have only about % and many edges are in two different triangles, all
of which makesit unlikely to appear as a subgraph of R,(7,,) for large n.
The obvious question that arises from this is as follows: “what number of
colours is required to give a proper r-empire colouring of almost all trees?”
Is it really the case that 2r-chromatic trees are sufficiently common that
this worst case will inevitably come up and the full 2r colours will be re-
quired, or taking the other extremewill the relative sparseness of the graphs
with no large cliques and few triangles mean that most are three-colourable
(It is known [39] that all planar graphs containing no triangles are three-
colourable)? Or does the true answer lie somewhere in between, possibly
depending on the value of r?
4.2 Colouring Algorithms
Before addressing the questions above from the asymptotic point of view,
it is instructive to investigate them empirically. In this section we provide
evidence supporting the following claims:
1. The value 2r is often a very crude upper bound on y(R,(7)).
2. There exist algorithms that return colourings using as few as at most
r +3 colours for most trees.
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The claims will be justified by providing an empirical evaluation of the
performances of a numberof simple heuristics for solving the given colouring
problem. Wefirst look at a variant of Heawood’s strategy, based on peeling off
vertices of minimum degree. Then wewill describe a revised version of such
minimum degree heuristic, inspired by the well-known Brooks’ algorithm [19].
Finally we will consider a simple list colouring strategy [49].
The final section of the chapter will investigate the possibility to devise
even better algorithms by pairing up the heuristics considered in this sec-
tion with a simple pre-processing strategy which has had applications in the
context of colouring random regular graphs [64,65].
Experiment Design. With each of the algorithms described in below we
run the following experiment:
We take in turn r = 2,3,4,5,6,10, and we run the algorithm
on the reduced graph of 400 random trees with n vertices, for
values of n equal to 120, 600, 1200, and then for n = 3000 * 2 for
i € {1,...,20}. In each case we record the full distribution of
the number of graphs coloured with s colours for values of s up
to 2r.
In fact the tables in the following pages only show the distributions for s > s,,
where s, is the almost sure lower bound on y(&,(Z;,)) proved in Theorem 5.1
of Chapter 5. The values of s, for the values of r considered in this chapter
are reported in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.3 at the end of the section helps in comparing the performances





3 4 5 6 10
3.3 4 4 6
Table 4.1: A.a.s. lower bounds on the chromatic numberof R,(7,,) for differ-
ent values ofr.
4.2.1 Heawood Colouring
One of the simplest methods for finding an empire colouring of a tree is by
colouring its reduced graph using the greedy heuristic that is implicit in the
proof of Theorem 4.1. The graph is decomposed one empire at a time by
removing, each time, an empire with degree less than 2r. In fact at each step
our algorithm chooses a vertex of minimum degree. This process is repeated
until we are left with a single empire which is given colour 1. The graph is
then built up in the reverse order to which it was decomposed, with each
empire being coloured as it is added with the first colour not used by any of
its neighbours. In the following algorithm, the array Orderlists the vertices
in the order in which they are to be coloured and the i“ element in the array
Colour is the colour of vertex 7. This algorithm will of course never use more
than 2r colours but it may use less, especially if most of the empires have
close to the minimum degree r when they are added to Order. The following
pseudo-code describes the strategy at hand.
Algorithm Heawood(H)
Set G=H. Set m= |V(H)|.
for i= 0 to m—2 do
Set v = vertex of minimum degreein G.
Set Order[m — i] = v.
Set G=G-dv.
end for
Set wu = remaining vertex in G.
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Set Colour[u] = 1.
for i = 2 tom do
Set v = Order{i].
Set G= G+, adding an edge between v and any vertex of G if
this edge is present in H.





n\r 2 3 4 5 6
120 (72,328) (184,216,0) (16,295,88,1,0) (120,257,22,1,0,0) (45,236,119,0,0,0,0,0) (221,91,13,0,0,0,. ..600 (0,400) (6,394,0) (0,88,308,4,0) (0,209,191,0,0,0) (0,20,314,66,0,0,0,0) (1,64,240,91,4,0,...1200 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,19,381,0,0) (0,123,276,1,0,0) (0,0,288,112,0,0,0,0) (0,1,186,203,10,0,...3000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,21,370,9,0,0) (0,0,183,217,0,0,0,0) (0,0,37,322,41,0,. ..6000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,393,7,0,0) (0,0,78,322,0,0,0,0) (0,0,1,283,116,0,. ..9000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,384,16,0,0) (0,0,21,377,2,0,0,0) (0,0,0,291,109,0,. ..12000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,373,27,0,0) (0,0,9,389,2,0,0,0) (0,0,0,207,192,1,0,...15000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,375,25,0,0) (0,0,3,393,4,0,0,0) (0,0,0,157,240,3,0,...18000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,368,32,0,0) (0,0,1,390,9,0,0,0) (0,0,0,140,260,0,. ..21000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,361,39,0,0) (0,0,1,390,9,0,0,0) (0,0,0,108,292,0,. ..24000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,351,49,0,0) (0,0,0,392,8,0,0,0) (0,0,0,100,299,1,0,...27000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,350,50,0,0) (0,0,0,387,13,0,0,0) (0,0,0,69,330,1,0,...30000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,353,47,0,0) (0,0,0,384,16,0,0,0) (0,0,0,56,343,1,0.....33000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,341,59,0,0) (0,0,0,396,4,0,0,0) (0,0,0,47,349,4,0,. ..36000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,327,73,0,0) (0,0,0,384,16,0,0,0) (0,0,0,48,349,3,0,...39000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,334,66,0,0) (0,0,0,384,16,0,0,0) (0,0,0,42,355,3,0,...42000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,332,68,0,0) (0,0,0,385,15,0,0,0) (0,0,0,25,371,4,0,....(0,0,0,21,376,3,0,...48000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,323,77,0,0) (0,0,0,390,10,0,0,0) (0,0,0,16,382,2,0,....) (0,0,0,10,382,8,0,...54000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,304,96,0,0) (0,0,0,374,26,0,0,0) (0,0,0,15,373,12,0,...
))
45000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,333,67,0,0) (0,0,0,391,9,0,0,0)
51000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,310,90,0,0 (0,0,0,383,17,0,0,0)
57000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,306,94,0,060000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,0,400,0,0) (0,0,319,81,0,0       
Table 4.2: The numberof colours used by the Heawood colouring algorithm.
Note that, by Theorem 5.1 (see also Table 4.1) for r = 2 a.a.s. either three
or four colours are needed, for r € {3,4} we need at least four (and at most
2r), for r € {5,6} we need at least five colours, and for r = 10, the minimum
value is seven.
Table 4.2 gives the number of colours used by the Heawood colouring
algorithm to colour (the r-reduced graphs of) random trees with n in the
range 120,...,60000 and r in the set {2,...,6,10}. Even for graphs on only
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(0,0,0,378,22,0,0,0) (0,0,0,6,391,3,0,.. .











a few hundred vertices, the algorithm almost always uses the full 2r colours
for r = 2. However, for larger r, the number of colours used seems to level
out to values that are never larger than r + 2 (see the values in Table 4.2 or
the averages in the top diagram of Figure 4.3). We speculate that this may
be due to fact that during the process the minimum degree in the graph G
is always very small. Empirical evidence suggests that initially this quantity
is r, then it briefly goes up to r+ 2 or r+3 but then plunges down more and
more often to ever smaller values (even one towards the end of the process).
One obvious modification to the algorithm is that instead of colouring
each vertex with the first colour that is not used by its neighbours, we instead
use the unused colour that is most common in the graph so far. This however
does not seem to have any effect beyond changing the distribution of colours
so that instead of lower numbered colours being used more often, the colours
that were used a lot early on become the most commonoverall.
4.2.2 Brooks Colouring
Brooks’ Theorem [19] states that for any connected graph G that is not a
clique or an odd cycle, the chromatic number y(G) is at most the maximum
degree of the graph A(G). This in itself is not particularly useful for the
graphs we are considering since by Theorem 3.5, almost all trees reduce to
graphs with maximum degree
logn————(] 1beiban + o(1)),
which is far too large. However, a method used in one of the proofs of such
result (see for example [26, Chapter 5, pages 99-100]) provides a possible
way to improve Heawood’s heuristic described in the last section.
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Asbefore, given a graph, we start by peeling off minimum degreevertices
until a single vertex is left. Then we put the vertices back in in reverse order.
Suppose that at an arbitrary stage of this process we have colouredall vertices
with some s colours. Suppose that we want to colour some empire v and that,
around v, we already have vertices coloured with all s distinct colours used
so far. We might solve the problem by increasing the numberof available
colours (this is what is done in Heawood’s algorithm). Alternatively, for each
pair of colours i and 7 we may,as a last resort, look at the induced subgraph
H,,; consisting of all empires of G — v coloured 7 or 7. If the neighbours of uv
coloured 7 and j lie in separate components of H;,; then it is possible to switch
the colours in one of these components so that v now has two neighboursof
the samecolour and one colourisleft free. If this fails we will have to pick a
brand new colour, and the process will revert to mimic Heawood’s heuristic.
The results of the standard experiment for this refined heuristic are shown
in Table 4.3. The algorithm performs better than the Heawood algorithm
for all tested values of n and r. The magnitude of the improvements, and
the fact that, in some cases, they seem to be decreasing with the size of
the graphs considered prevents us from making any strong claim on this
algorithm. Nevertheless it seems a reasonable heuristic, at least for small
graphs.
4.2.3 List Colouring
In this section we present the greedy heuristic that seems to give the best
results. The algorithm List(#H) takes as input a graph H that may already
be partially coloured.
Algorithm List(H)
Set m = |V(H)].
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n \r 2 3 4 5 6 0120 (369,31) (397,3,0) (190,210,0,0,0) (368,16,0,0,0,0) (224,175,1,0,0,0,0,0) (202,83,19,0,0,...)
600 (310,90) (398,2,0) (2,398,0,0,0) (306,94,0,0,0,0) (0,399,1,0,0,0,0,0) (67,329,4,0,0,...)1200 (213,187) (397,3,0) (0,400,0,0,0) (166,234,0,0,0,0) (0,395,5,0,0,0,0,0) (0,378,22,0,0,...)3000 (61,339) (380,20,0) (0,400,0,0,0) (9,391,0,0,0,0) (0,371,29,0,0,0,0,0) (0,256,144,0,0,. .. )6000 (3,397) (338,62,0) (0,400,0,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,284,116,0,0,0,0,0) (0,75,325,0,0,... )9000 (0,400) (249,151,0) (0,400,0,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,184,216,0,0,0,0,0) (0,14,386,0,0,... )12000 (0,400) (202,198,0) (0,400,0,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,116,284,0,0,0,0,0) (0,2,398,0,0,. . . )
15000 (0,400) (130,270,0) (0,400,0,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,52,348,0,0,0,0,0) (0,0,400,0,0,. .. )18000 (0,400) (71,329,0) (0,400,0,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,32,368,0,0,0,0,0) (0,0,400,0,0,. . . )21000 (0,400) (61,339,0) (0,400,0,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,15,385,0,0,0,0,0) (0,0,400,0,0,. . . )24000 (0,400) (34,366,0) (0,400,0,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,14,386,0,0,0,0,0) (0,0,400,0,0,. . . )27000 (0,400) (29,371,0) (0,400,0,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,6,394,0,0,0,0,0) (0,0,394,6,0,. . . )30000 (0,400) (9,391,0) (0,399,1,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,3,397,0,0,0,0,0) (0,0,398,2,0,. ..)
33000 (0,400) (7,393,0) (0,399,1,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,3,397,0,0,0,0,0) (0,0,395,5,0,. .. )36000 (0,400) (4,396,0) (0,400,0,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,2,398,0,0,0,0,0) (0,0,391,9,0,. . . )39000 (0,400) (5,395,0) (0,398,2,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,1,399,0,0,0,0,0) (0,0,390,10,0,. .. )42000 (0,400) (1,399,0) (0,398,2,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,0,400,0,0,0,0,0) (0,0,381,19,0,... )
45000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,398,2,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,0,400,0,0,0,0,0) (0,0,387,13,0,...)
48000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,392,8,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,0,400,0,0,0,0,0) (0,0,373,27,0,...)
51000 (0,400) (1,399,0) (0,392,8,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,0,400,0,0,0,0,0) (0,0,371,29,0,...)
54000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,393,7,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,0,400,0,0,0,0,0) (0,0,373,27,0,...)
57000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,389,11,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,0,400,0,0,0,0,0) (0,0,362,38,0,...)60000 (0,400) (0,400,0) (0,397,3,0,0) (0,400,0,0,0,0) (0,0,400,0,0,0,0,0) (0,0,368,32,0,. .. )      
Table 4.3: The numberof colours used by the Heawood colouring algorithm
with the colouring process improved using Brooks’ recolouringstrategy.
for v = 1 tom do
Set List(v) as a list of all colours not used by the neighbours of
v.
end for
while empires are left uncoloured do
Set v = uncoloured vertex with shortest list. If two vertices have
lists of the same length, choose the one with the most uncoloured
neighbours
if List(v) is not empty then
Set c = the colour present in lists of the least numberof neigh-
bours ofv.
Set Colour(v) = c.
for all wu such that u is a neighbour of v do









For this algorithm, each empire hasa list of all available colours in the
range 1, ,2r, initially all colours are available for each empire. At each
step, the empire with the shortest list is selected and given the colourin itslist
that is in the smallest numberoflists for neighbouring empires. Unlike the
Heawood and Brooksalgorithms, it is possible for the list colouring algorithm
to use more than 2r colours, however tests suggest that this is extremely
 
unlikely.
n\r 2 3 4 5 6 0
120 (313,87) (383,17,0) (122,275,3,0,0) (332,59,0,0,0,0) (197,196,6,0,0,0,0,0) (199,84,14,0,...)600 (296,104) (376,24,0) (1,398,1,0,0) (246,154,0,0,0,0) (3,375,22,0,0,0,0,0) (49,320,31,0,...)1200 (273,127) (366,34,0) (0,399,1,0,0) (214,186,0,0,0,0) (1,379,20,0,0,0,0,0) (4,317,79,0,...)3000 (298,111) (381,19,0) (0,398,2,0,0) (184,216,0,0,0,0) (0,382,18,0,0,0,0,0) (0,301,99,0,...)6000 ae 117) (388,12,0) (0,398,2,0,0) (172,228,0,0,0,0) (0,380,20,0,0,0,0,0) (0,316,84,0,. .. )9000 (282,118) (372,28,0) (0,400,0,0) (187,213,0,0,0,0) (0,379,21,0,0,0,0,0) (0,279,121,0,...)12000 (291,109) (378,22,0) (0,398,2,0,0) (181,219,0,0,0,0) (0,380,20,0,0,0,0,0) (0,277,123,0,...)15000 (284,116) (372,28,0) (0,398,2,0,0) (185,215,0,0,0,0) (0,388,12,0,0,0,0,0) (0,270,130,0,... )18000 (292,108) (382,18,0) (0,400,0,0,0) (172,228,0,0,0,0) (0,389,11,0,0,0,0,0) (0,293,107,0,...)21000 (277,123) (382,18,0) (0,399,1,0,0) (189,211,0,0,0,0) (0,388,12,0,0,0,0,0) (0,302,98,0,... )24000 (285,115) (385,15,0) (0,398,2,0,0) (165,235,0,0,0,0) (0,373,27,0,0,0,0,0) (0,289,111,0,...)27000 (297,103) (384,16,0) (0,399,1,0,0) (172,228,0,0,0,0) (0,381,19,0,0,0,0,0 (0,291,109,0,. .. )30000 (282,118) (368,32,0) (0,399,1,0,0) (167,233,0,0,0,0) (0,374,26,0,0,0,0,0) (0,292,108,0,...)33000 (303,97) (377,230) (0,399,1,0,0) (176,224,0,0,0,0) (0,368,32,0,0,0,0,0) (0,290,110,0,...)36000 (275,125) (381,19,0) (0,399,1,0,0) (164,236,0,0,0,0) (0,380,20,0,0,0,0,0) (0,289,111,0,...)39000 (278,122) (375,25,0) (0,399,1,0,0) (167,233,0,0,0,0) (0,379,21,0,0,0,0,0) (0,285,115,0,...)42000 (285,115) (375,25,0) (0,398,2,0,0) (170,230,0,0,0,0) (0,385,15,0,0,0,0,0) (0,278,122,0,...)45000 (288,112) (384,16,0) (0,400,0,0,0) (168,232,0,0,0,0) (0,378,22,0,0,0,0,0) (0,270,130,0,...)48000 (275,125) (365,35,0) (0,399,1,0,0) (167,233,0,0,0,0) (0,380,20,0,0,0,0,0) (0,274,126,0,...)51000 (281,119) (377,23,0) (0,398,2,0,0) (164,236,0,0,0,0) (0,385,15,0,0,0,0,0) (0,283,117,0,...)54000 (268,132) (380,20,0) (0,400,0,0,0) (170,230,0,0,0,0) (0,381,19,0,0,0,0,0) (0,271,129,0,...)57000 (267,133) (381,19,0) (0,399,1,0,0) (159,241,0,0,0,0) (0,373,27,0,0,0,0,0) (0,254,146,0,...)60000 (278,122) (380,20,0) (0,399,1,0,0) (168,232,0,0,0,0) (0,384,16,0,0,0,0,0) (0,281,119,0,...)      
Table 4.4: The numberof colours used by the list colouring algorithm.
Table 4.4 shows the numberof colours used by the list colouring algo-
rithm. This algorithm seems to give an improvement over the previous two
algorithms, as even with r = 2 it avoids using the maximum number of
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colours on many graphs. For r = 10 the algorithm used only eight or nine
colours for most graphs, less than half the upper bound.
Figure 4.3 compares the average numberof colours used by the list colour-
ing algorithm (bottom diagram) with those used by the other two algorithms
we investigated earlier on.
4.3 Short Cycle Preprocessing
A further improvement on the performances of the colouring algorithms that
we have discussed so far can be made using a method suggested by Lingsheng
Shi and Nicholas Wormald to give asymptotic bounds on the chromatic num-
bers of random r-regular graphs [64,65] for small fixed valuesofr.
The starting point is the observation that any even length cycle can
be coloured using two colours only whereas odd cycles need three colours.
Adding to this the fact that, in the reduced graphs of random trees, short
cycles are relatively few and far apart (see our analysis in Section 3.4.4 and
the discussion in Section 3.5.3), one may reasonably conceive that, by first
colouring every cycle of at most a given length A, we may devise a more
effective colouring heuristic.
We next describe an algorithm, Cycle(H, A), that takes as input an un-
coloured graph H containing no loops or parallel edges and an integer A > 3.
As output, the algorithm returns a partial colouring of 7 such that all ver-
tices within cycles of length at most A are coloured. To simplify the process
we assume that, if one vertex is in at least two cycles, or two vertices from
different cycles are adjacent, then the colouring fails and the algorithm is
aborted. In what follows vertices are considered Bad if they have already
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Figure 4.3: The average numberof colours used by each of the three algo-
rithms described in this section to colour the r-reduced graphs of trees on n
vertices for 2 << r < 6 and for r = 10.
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asked to colour a Bad vertex. Webelieve that, in analogy to what happens
for random regular graphs, because R,(7J,,) contains relatively few short cy-
cles (see Theorem 3.17 in Chapter 3), for sufficiently large n it is unlikely
that two will be intersecting or adjacent and therefore the process simplifica-
tion described above only marginally affects the performances of the whole
heuristic.
The algorithm works by looking at all paths of length 3 </< A starting
at each vertex and seeing if they form cycle.
Algorithm Cycle(H, A)
for v = 1 to n/r do
for |= 3 to Ado
for all paths p € H of length J, starting at v do
if the final vertex of p is v then
if the cycle p has not already been found then
if p contains a Bad vertex then
Colouringfails.
else
Colour the vertices of p.







Return partially coloured graph H.
We can use this short cycle preprocessing algorithm together with list
colouring to give an improved algorithm for colouring graphs.
Algorithm ListCycle(H)
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Set A to some VERYslow growing function of m = |V(H)|






Table 4.5 reports the results obtained by running Cycle(H,A) and then
the list colouring algorithm described in Section 4.2.3 on the partially
coloured graph resulting from Cycle(H,A) for r = 2 and different values
 
    
of n and A.
n\A 0 g 4 5 65000 (296,104) (278,46) (14,3) (0,0) (0.0)10000 (293,107) (302,59) (59,8) (0,0) (0,0)15000 (284,116) (299,70) (97,16) (0,0) (0,0)20000 (291,109) (328,52) (125,21) (0,0) (0,0)25000 (284,116) (328,54) (154,14) (0,0) (0,0)30000 (282,118) (321,65) (188,25) (1,0) (0,0)35000 (296,104) (316,69) (187,27) (1,0) (0,0)40000 (291,109) (334,56) (225,30) (1,0) (0,0)45000 (292,108) (316,78) (224,25) (0,0) (0,0)50000 (271,129) (323,65) (240,30) (4,0) (0,0)55000 (281,119) (320,66) (229,40) (2,0) (0,0)60000 (276,124) (326,66) (244,34) (7,1) (0,0)65000 (275,125) (329,64) (258,47) (7,1) (0,0)70000 (291,109) (332,60) (252,35) (5,1) (0,0)75000 (284,116) (327,67) (275,33) (17,1) (0,0)80000 (290,110) (329,66) (263,40) (17,2) (0,0)85000 (297,103) (321,74) (278,26) (16,2) (0,0)90000 (284,116) (327,70) (278,36) (24,0) (0,0)95000 (277,123) (329,68) (282,40) (27,1) (0,0)100000 (279,121) (342,53) (290,40) (20,0) —(0,0)120000 (278,122) (329,67) (232,41) (40,4) —(0,0)150000 (284,116) (307,88) (310,41) (59,2) (0,0)200000 (277,123) (330,67) (318,37)  (103,8) (0,0)
Prop. 3-coloured 71.23% 83.23% 87.94% 93.85% —
Table 4.5: The number of trees on n vertices whose 2-reduced graphs were
properly three or four coloured by thelist colouring algorithm with short
cycle preprocessing for cycles of length up to 6. 400 tests performed in each
case. Failed tests do not contribute to the tallies and so the numbers in each
element do not always add up to the numberof tests. The last row gives the
proportion ofall successful tests leading to graphs that were 3-coloured.
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The results suggest that larger values of A may allow more graphs to be
coloured with just three colours. Following Shi and Wormald’s we conjecture
that the analysis of the following strategy may lead to a proof that, in fact,
x(Ro(Tn)) = 3 a.a.s.
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we studied the empire colouring problem on trees. First we
proved that, for each positive integer r and n such that n > r and n/r isa
positive integer, if T;, is a tree on n vertices, the chromatic numberof R,(T;,)
is no larger than 2r and sometimes 2r colours are necessary.
Then we studied empirically a number of colouring heuristics. The re-
sults of our analysis can be summarised as follows. First, even a rudimentary
minimum degree heuristic is quite good. The numberof colours used is never
larger than r+3. Second, including a re-colouring heuristic similar to the one
used in the proof of Brooks theorem seems to further improve the colouring
results. The maximum numberof used colours for r = 4, r = 5, and r = 10
is always at least one less than in the case of the minimum degree heuristic
mentioned before. Overall, the list colouring algorithm described in Section
4.2.3 seems to be the most effective of the three algorithms considered. Fi-
nally we argued that some kind of short cycle preprocessing may noticeably
improve the performancesof the algorithms described, at least for sufficiently
large values of n.
We should note that the results obtained using the algorithms in this
chapter are promising even just from the combinatorial point of view. For
r > 2, any of the heuristics considered very rarely required 2r colours to
complete its job. This leads to the conjecture that 2r is a weak upper bound
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on the chromatic number of the r-reduced graph of a random tree and that
a careful combinatorial analysis of the numberof s-colourings of R,(TJ,,) may
lead to better results than those stated in Theorem 4.1.
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Figure 4.4: The average number of colours used by the list colouring algo-
rithm to colour the 2-reduced graphs of trees on n = 5000. ..200, 000 vertices




Let W,.3(Zn) = |C(Tn,1, s)| be the number of proper s-empire colourings of
a tree J,, whose vertex set is partitioned into blocksof size r. Also, define a
colouring to be balancedif all colour classes are the samesize (we will, often
tacitly, consider only values of n that make this possible) and let Wy.(J) be
the number of such balanced s-colourings of T;,.
The research question that lead to the results presented in this chapter
asked for the asymptotic distribution of W,.,(Z,,) in the hope of pin-pointing,
at least for sufficiently large n, the most likely values of x(R,(Z;,)), the chro-
matic numberof R,(T,,) (or equivalently the minimum positive value of s such
that C(J,,7r,s) is non-empty). Although wefell short of fulfilling this plan,
we managed to characterise all central moments of W,..(Zn) and Wy(Tn).
This in turn leads us to some information on our original questions.
For each fixed integer r > 2 and s > 1, let
C3 = 81(s —1) (5.1)
Define s, as the largest positive integer s such that c,,, < 1. The main results
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in this chapter are as follows:
Theorem 5.1 For any fixed integer r > 2, and any s € {1,...,5,},
W,.s(In) = 0 Q.Q.8.
Furthermore for large r,
Tr 1
or ace ( +0 (ize) |
Table 5.1 gives the values of s, for the first few values of r.
 
Theorem 5.1 can be paired up with the following result which, in a sense,
gives a measure of its tightness. Informally, for any fixed r > 1, and s
sufficiently large, if n is large enough, C(Z,,7r,s) will be non-empty with
positive constant probability.
Theorem 5.2 For any fixed integers r > 2, and s > 3 such that
r< 5 log(s — 1),




g(s-1)? (s _ 2)(s—1)?
 
as n tends to infinity.
r {2 3 4 5 67 8 9 10 ... 20... 50s-|2 3 3 4445 5 6 ... 9 ... 7
Table 5.1: Lower bounds on the chromatic number of R,(T,,) for different
values of r.
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The proof of Theorem 5.1 (given in Section 5.2.1) is based on noticing
that for values of s and r such that c,, < 1, EW,.,(Z,) = o(1). To prove
Theorem 5.2 wefirst obtain asymptotic boundsfor the first two moments of
Wy.,(Zn) and then use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to give a lower bound
on the probability that there is at least one proper balanced colouring. As
balanced colourings are a special type of colouring, this also acts as a lower
bound on the probability that there is at least one proper colouring.
The rest of the Chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.1 we will
define a family of graphs that are related to this colouring problem, and
use a method for enumerating spanning trees of such graphs to give exact
expressions for all moments of W,..(7,) and W;,(Z,) for all values of r and
s greater than one. Then, in Section 5.2, we will use these expressions to
give bounds on the first moment of W,.,(Z,,) that will be enough to prove
Theorem 5.1. In Section 5.3 we study the second moment of Wy.,(Z7;,) and
give a proof of Theorem 5.2. The Chapter is then concluded by section
speculating on further extensions of the work presented here, comparisons
with similar work in the literature, and open problems.
5.1 The Central Moments of W,..(7,) and
The aim of this section is to present exact formulas for the central moments
of the random variables W,.,(J,) and Wy,(Zn).
As we saw in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.3), if we can write a random variable
X as a sum of random indicators, then its k*’ moment can also be written
as a sum of simpler terms (see expression (2.28)). Clearly both W,.,(Z;,) and
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W7..(In) satisfy this condition. For instance
W,s(Tn) = S> Iq
where a is a particular assignment of colours from {1,...,s} to a set of n
vertices and J, = 1 if a is a proper s-(empire) colouring of T,,, zero otherwise.
Thus we may compute, say, EW,.,(Z;,)* by listing all k-tuples of s-colourings
and counting, for each tuple, how many trees are properly coloured by each
of the colourings in the tuple. Crucial to our program is a method for enu-
merating trees on n vertices that are properly coloured by a given k-tuple
of s-colourings. After some preparatory work, such a method is described
in Section 5.1.3. Finally, in Section 5.1.4 we state and prove our results on
EW,,s(Z;,)* and EW,,(7;,)*.
5.1.1 Colourings as Graph Homomorphisms
Colourings of a graph G can be seen as homomorphisms from G to another
graph whose vertices correspond to different colour classes [44]. A similar
correspondence holds for k-tuples of colourings.
For any integer s > 2 and k > 1, let a vertex of graph B,, be labelled
by a sequence 1 = (i1,...,%) where i; € {1,...,s} for each j € {1,...,k}.
Whenlists of such sequences are needed we will assume they are produced
in lexicographic order and will denote the elements of such lists by 1(1),
1(2),..... Thus 1(1) = (1,1,...,1), (2) = (1,1,...,2) and so on. If E is an
expression involving 1(j) for some j € {1,...,s*}, then ©, E(1) (or [], E()) is
a shorthand for eo E(a(j)) (or i E(i(j))). Two vertices of B,x, labelled
1and1’, are adjacent if and only if i; 4 7; for all 7’s. Thus, B,,, is an (s— 1)
regular graph on s* vertices (see Figure 5.1 for a small example).
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 Figure 5.1: The graph B3. for s = 3 and k = 2.
Any! k-tuple of s-colourings in G defines a homomorphism h from G to
Bx: for each v € V(G), h(v) is the vertex (i1,...,in) € V(Bsx) if v receives
colour 7; by the first given colouring, colour ig by the second one and so on.
Thus B,, is referred to as the constraint graph on the class of all k-tuples of
s-colourings.
The graphs B,, have a very nice structure and, as we will discover in
the next section, also play a role with respect to empire colourings. Before
moving to that, we end this section looking at a nice property of constraint
graphs that will be used later. In what follows «(G) denotes the numberof
spanning trees of a graph G.
Lemma5.3 For each integer s > 2 andk > 1,
“ ks*e(Bax) = T]((s — )* - (-1)(s — yr],
i=l
 
'In the current treatment we assume that each of the k colourings uses all s colours
available. Strictly speaking an s-colouring does not have to use all s colours available. In
fact our analysis will not need this assumption and the way in which we deal which such
“efficient” s-colourings is explained in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3.
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Proof. By Kirchhoff’s matrix-tree theorem (see for example [42, Theorem
1.11, p 29-31]), the number of spanning trees of B,, is equal to the product
of all non-zero eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix L(B,,;) divided by the
numberof vertices of B,,. For regular graphs of degree r > 0, the spectrum
of the Laplacian matrix can be retrieved from that of the corresponding
adjacency matrix: if L is an eigenvalue of A(B,,), then A = r — L is an
eigenvalue of L(B,;,). In the rest of the proof wefind the spectrum of A(B,,).
Define the initial matrix A(B,o) as the 1 by 1 matrix (1). The matrix
A(Bs4+1) can be built up recursively from smaller matrices. Any element
relating to two vertices with the samefirst index will be equal to zero and
hence there will be s copies of Zero,x. along the diagonal. Where the first
index differs between two matrices the value of the element in A(Bs441)
depends on whether or not the remaining k indices are the same, this is
of course an instance of A(B,;,). Hence, A(B41) can be obtained from
One, — I, by replacing each zero element by Zero,« and each one element
by A(B,.x)-
Zero,e A(Bsx) ... A(Bsx) A(Bsx)
A(Bgx) Zerogx A(B.x) A(Bsx)
A(Bs.441) =
A(Bsx) A(Bsx) Zero, A(B;x)
A(Bsx) A(Bsx) ... A(Bsx) Zerogx
Given integer i such that 0 < i < k,let l(k,i) = (—1)*(s — 1)**. Note
that, for each positive integer k, andi € {0,...,k}, U(k,2) = —l(kK+1,i4+1).
We will show by induction on k that
(k,0) ... U(k,t) —«.. UK, R) ) (5.2)SpecA(B,%) =peeeatd f 1... ()(s-Di ... (8-1)
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When k = 0, A(B,x,) = (1). This has one eigenvector (1) with eigenvalue 1,
satisfying (5.2). For k > 0, we build the eigenvectors of A(B,441) from those
of A(B,,). For each 7 such that 0 <i < k, there are (‘)(s — 1)' eigenvectors
of A(B,,) with eigenvalues equal to I(k,i) = (—1)'(s — 1)*-*. Let v’ be one
such eigenvector. We build up a new eigenvector w’ consisting of s copies of
v'. Since A(B,,)v' = U(k, i)v', it follows that
A(Bapss)w! = (s—1)I(k, aw! = I(k + 1,a)w
as, in each row, (s — 1) copies of v’ are multiplied by A(B,.,) while one is
multiplied by zero. This can be done for any of the eigenvectors, giving us
(‘) (s — 1)' eigenvectors with eigenvalues equal to I(k + 1,1) in A(Bs.441)-
Also, for each 7 such that 0 <7 < k, given an eigenvector v’ of A(B.x)
with eigenvalue I(k,i) and integer j with 2 < 7 < s, we can build up another
eigenvector u’’ of A(B,x41) defined as follows:
where z! = v’ if 1 = j, and a zero vector of length s* otherwise. When
A(B.,n41) is multiplied by u’, the first s* rows will be equal to I(k,)v’ since
the —v' section was multiplied by zero. The jset of rows corresponding
to v’ will be equal to —I(k,i)v' since the v’ section was multiplied by zero.
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The other rows will be equal to I(k,7)v' — I(k,i)v' = 0. Hence
A(Bspyi)u? = —U(k, iu = U(k + 1,¢+1)u,
For each v' there are (s —1) possible places to put the second non-zero block
and so we have an additional (‘) (s—1)'*! eigenvectors with eigenvalues equal
to l(kK+1,¢4+1).
The values i = 0 andi = k +1 in A(B,,%41) receive eigenvalues from
k+1only one place each — u*/ gives (s — 1) eigenvectors with eigenvalues
equal to (—1)**! and w® gives one eigenvector with eigenvalue (s — 1)**?.
For 1 <7 <k eigenvalues come from both of the methods described above.
Hence, the numberof eigenvectors with eigenvalues equal to I(k + 1,7) is:
(Fe-0'+ (8 )e-0'= (OFea
In total, we have defined
» (SPe- piss
k+1eigenvalues of a square s**! x s*t! matrix. The spectrum of A(Bs.441) is
thus fully characterised and the result follows. =
5.1.2 Operations on Graphs
We define the following operation on finite labelled graphs. Given graphs
G and Mh, ..., Ajyiq), their lexicographic product is the graph, denoted
by G{H,,..., Hjv(q}, obtained by replacing the i” vertex of G with H;
for all i € {1,...,|V(G)|}. In this process, the first? vertex of H; is re-
 
?We assumethat there is a linear order on the vertex labels of the graphs.
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labelled )°;<;|V(H;)| + 1, the second one ¥7;.;|V(H;)| + 2, and so on, up
until the last vertex which is relabelled 0j<;|V(H;)|. There is an edge in
G{M,,..., H\v(c)\} between two vertices u € H;, v € H; (i # j) if and only
if there is an edge between 7 and j in G. Twovertices of G{H),..., Hjvig)}
originating in a given H; are connected by an edge if and only if they were
connected by an edge in Hj.
Note that the definition can be extended to the case where someof the H;
are empty. If H; is the empty graph wedefine G{H,,..., Hi-1, Hi, Hisi,-.., Aiviay}
as
(G—-i){M,..., Hi-a, Hisi,.--, Avie}-
In the rest of this thesis we will be interested in one particular instance
of the operation defined above. Let r, s, and k be fixed positive integers,
with r > 2 and s > 2, and let (7m)iejjx be a sequence of s* non-negative
integers (when the fancy indexing of these sequences is not important we
will often forget it and denote (™m)jej« simply using the standard vector
notation m). When N = 5°, m, sequences of this kind will be referred to as
s*-compositions of N. An s*-composition will be called balanced if for each
j € {1,...,k} and c € {1,...,s5}, the sum of all m) with index 1 such that
1; = c, multiplied by s equals N. The graph
Bsr{ma)K;, are Mysk) Ky }
(here an expression of the form mk, denotes the graph formed by mdis-
joint copies of K,, with 0K, being just another name for the empty graph)
has n = r>°;m, vertices. The graph in the centre of Figure 5.2 is an
example of one such construction. The most important property of these
graphs is the fact that one can associate a k-tuple of s-colourings of a
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 Figure 5.2: The graph Bs» (left, with vertex labels represented by pairs of
colours), the graph B32{1Ko, 1K2, 1K9, 1K2, 1K2, 1K, 1K2,1K2,1K2} (cen-
tre), and a tree legally coloured by the two colourings (right, in red).
set of n vertices to each graph Ber{maa Ky, ---,Mysh) A; }: each vertex
originating from a vertex of my), is coloured 1(j7) = (4,...,%%).  Fur-
thermore this establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the span-
ning trees of Bsx{mi1)Ky,..., mys), } and the trees on n vertices that
are properly (empire) coloured by each of the s-colourings in the given
k-tuple, and are such that all vertices with labels in {1,2,...,rm1)} re-
ceive colour 1 in each of the k& colourings, all vertices with labels in
{rmia) +1, rma) + 2,..., (maa) + my2))} receive colour 1 in the first k — 1
colourings and 2 in the k*" one, and so on. Clearly every spanning tree of
Bee{miay Ky, ies Mask) Ky} is a tree on n vertices that is properly coloured
by each of the s-colourings in the k-tuple, in the way mentioned above. Con-
versely, if there was a tree T on n vertices which was properly coloured
by the k& given s-colourings in the way mentioned above, but did not span
Bep{myay Ky, -.., Mysk) AK, } then at least one of its edges, say e = {u,v}
would join two distinct copies of K; either in the same mj(;)K, or belonging
to my)K, and my)K, such that the tuples 1(7,) and 1(2,) are not pairwise
disjoint. But this would imply that for at least one of the k colourings there
will be a clash involving the vertices u and v.
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5.1.3 Enumeration of Spanning Trees in Certain Classes
of Graphs
An enumerative result by M. Rubey [63, Theorem 3.5], based on ideas appear-
ing in earlier work by Knuth [51], Kelmans [50], and Pak and Postnikov [59]
gives the number of spanning trees of graphs G{Mj,..., Hjvqy\}.
To be able to state the result we need to introduce a numberof particular
expressions. Given graphs G and Hj,..., Ajyiayj, let
da(v) = » \V(A)
u€V(G):{u,v}EE(G)
be the numberof vertices in graphs H,, whose index wu, seen as a vertex of G,
is adjacent to vertex v. Also, let f;(H,) be the number of spanning rooted
forests of H, with i connected components (i.e. the number of spanning
forests of H,, consisting of 7 trees each of which hasa specific vertex identified
as the root). Let A, denote the edgeless graph on nvertices.
These expressions look quite mysterious, but in all cases relevant to this
work they end up having rather simple expressions. So, for instance, if H,, is
Komy,, for each u € {1,..., 8°}, where r >) m=n, then dg,,(1) is equal to
» » ™51,52)
JUAU Ja:jaFi2
if 1= (21,722), or equivalently
j=l
n s Ss
- »— ™Mj,i2) + »— Miy,j) —™M| -j=l
Furthermore, if )[5_) mg.) = G = Lja1™G,;) (ie. if the sequence (m)i¢{5}2
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is balanced) then
dp.(1) = 2) +m. (5.3)
Similarly, f;(H) may be difficult to compute for an arbitrary graph H, but
fortunately we are only interested in the case H = K,, for somefixed positive
integer r. In this case, since the 7 roots can be chosen in (") ways it follows
that
filKy) = (‘Jiro (5.4)
Weare now ready to state the result providing a formula for k(G{A,, ..., Hv(cy)}).
Theorem 5.4 Given finite labelled graphs G, and Ay,..., Hyy(q, the num-
ber of spanning trees of G{Hy,..., H\v(cy} is equal to
|V(Hy)II Cy plsidoto¥"") I] Vai", (6.5)
veV(G),Hy 70 i=1 T veEV(G),HvA0
where the second sum is over all spanning trees T of G[U], where U = {v €
V(G) : H, # O}.
Thecareful reader will have noticed that, in fact, Theorem 5.4 is a minor
extension of Rubey’s result. In our definition of G{M),..., Hjv(c))} some
of the H;’s may be empty. The result, whose proof does not require any
additional argument, is necessary to account for s-colourings that in fact
only use fewer than s distinct non-empty colourclasses.
Theorem 5.4 and the correspondence described in Section 5.1.2 between
the spanning trees of B.x{m1)A;,-.., Mk)K,} and a particular set of n-
vertex trees properly coloured by a given k-tuple of s-colourings allow us
to write down a formula for the number of such trees. To prove the result
it is convenient to introduce another instance of lexicographic product. In
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what follows, let B denote the graph Bsr{Kimy,): Leng Kim} Note thatthe
equation
K(B)= J de, Q)™1S) J] (m)ser@7! (5.6)
{1:m40} T {i:a
follows easily from Theorem 5.4 after noticing that for each index 1, such
that m > 0, fi(Km,) = 1 (resp. 0) when 7 = my (resp. 1 < m), since Kn,
contains no edges. Furthermore,clearly,
Ber{may Ky, eT Mysk) K;} = B{K,, wem 5 K,}. (5.7)e——
n/r times
Theorem 5.5 Let k and n be positive integers. Let r and s be positive
*_composition of n/r. Theintegers greater than one, and (™m)jejs« be an s
number of trees on n vertices that are properly coloured by the k-tuple of
s-colourings associated with the graph
Bsr{miayK;,, sae Mysk) Ky}
in such a way that, for each j € {1,...,k}, andi; € {1,...,s} vertices with
labels in the set
PmtSm
<1 V’<l
receive colours (i1,...,%,) is
IL (rdp,,() ry(rede,"TP (rm)48, (5.8)
{1:m 40} T {l:m40}
In this expression, function dp,, is defined w.r.t. the graph B and the sum
is over all spanning trees T of Bs%[U], where U = {1: mF Of.
Proof. We work with the more convenient representation of B.x{m1) Ar, ..-, Mais) Ar}
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defined in (5.7). Since K, has r vertices, it follows from Theorem 5.4 that





where the term f;(/) counts the number of spanning forests consisting of 7
rooted trees in the /” copy of K; (and is given by (5.4) as we saw earlier on).
Hence the number of spanning trees of B,x{m1)K;7,.--, Mysk) K;} is
phn a(S (‘ir»(ae\"| «(B).
Moving r™~? out of the sum leads to
cma (S(eM)oc
and finally, using the identityE(t
and then moving another factor involving r out of the product, we get
 
rtT](r + dg(l))"~'«(B). (5.9)
l=1
Finally, notice that as two vertices in B are adjacent if and only if they are
in subgraphs that are adjacent in B,,, all vertices of B originating from a
given empty graph Era, will have exactly the same degree. Hence dg(l) will
take one value, namely rdg,,(1(1)), for every | € {1,...,mq.,...1)}, the value
rdp,,(1(2)) for 1 € {mqa,..1) + 1,...,mq,..,2)}, and so on (see Figure 5.3).geesy
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Figure 5.3: The subgraph K,,, and its neighbours in B{K;,,..., K,}. Every
vertex of B in a given empty subgraph Kn, is adjacent to the same set of
dp,,(1) vertices. As each of these vertices will be replaced by K,, dg(I) is
equal to rdg, ,(1) for any / in Kyn,.
Thus we can write:
31
8
my(r—1)(rtd) = TI (r+rde.,.(@)) (5.10)
l=1 {1:m40}
The result follows by putting the values given in equations (5.6) and (5.10)
into (5.9).
=
Theorem 5.5 will be needed in the result giving exact formulae for
EW,.3(Jn)* and EW,,(Z,)*. For the asymptotic analysis of Section 5.3 it
will also be useful to compare expressions like (5.8) corresponding to differ-
ent s*-compositions of n/r. In particular it will be useful to find out under
which conditions on the sequence (7m})j¢3*, the expression (5.8) is asymp-
totically very close to the one obtained assuming that m, = <,, for alli. As
with the multinomial coefficients in Subsection 2.2.2, it is useful to define for
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each 1,
ZL) = mM, — cn
and work with expressions such as
K (Bea{(en + 21(1))K,,...,(en+ r1(st))K,}) .
For each s*-tuple x = (21),.-- ,Tysk)) Such that —en < x < es*n — cn for
all 1 and 5°) x; = 0 define
K (Bea{(en + 2(1))Kp,...,(en+ r1(s))Kr})
9n(x) = K (Bse{cnk,,...,cnK;}) (5.11) 
(the dependence of g on c is not shownasin all cases c will be fixed). The
following result describes the approximation on g,(x), for k = 2, that will be
used in Section 5.3.
Lemma5.6 Let n be a positive integer. Let r and s be positive integers
greater than one. Let c be a fixed positive rational number, and assume that
cn is an integer. Finally let x be a vector formed by s? integer numbers such
that —cn < 2 < cs?n —cn for alli, satisfying the following conditions:
i, y1 t= 0,
2. Via1 TG) = Vja1 Vi.) = O for eachi € {1,..., 8}, and
wi
ly ).3. max; |x| = o(n
Then
Qn(X) = exp (;x = rsa=)S-zp +O (eee|x4|° )}
as n tends to infinity.
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Note that conditions 1. and 2. above imply that, in fact, g,(x) only depends
on (s — 1)? of the s? variables. This will be used in Section 5.3, when we
will apply Lemma5.6 to estimate EW,,(Tn)?. Here we stick to the current
statement to keep the presentation as simple as possible.
Proof of Lemma 5.6. The numerator in the definition of gp(x) consists
of two parts, the product
I (xYefi((cn + 21)) Kr) ts,0"}
and the sum overall spanning trees T' of By,»
» Tinr(en+ 2}))) deer(1
(the condition m, 4 0 can be disregardedas|2| is too small for it to happen).
In whatfollows we estimate the ratio of each of these two terms, for arbitrary
x to the corresponding ones for x = 0.
Wefirst look at the sum. Each of its terms can be boundedasfollows
2 s?—2gu deer (1(ren — rmax nl) < [J (ren + ray) 88? < (ren +r max |): 1
while, of course, when x; = 0,





(_ maxi aly<< Erlh(r(cn+2y))te ( + cmt :cn Yr Ih (ren)t8rO-1 ~ cn
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and, by Lemma2.1, we can see that
 
Sr Th(r(cn + 21))erOt o {max [|
Dr Th(ren)ter@-1 _ on DS
We next look at the product. Theorem 5.5 gives us that
cn+xy}




Using (5.3) we can thus write that the product is equal to
(en+2)(r—1) ( cn+x}—1) ( .Il ((s —1)’ren+ra+r s—1)?ren + ray)1
Dividing the terms in the product by their equivalent terms when x = 0
gives
ay cen+2}—1 1 (en+x1)(r—1)
1+ ——_.— 1+ >: . 5.12H( +| ( r sais} ial)
In the remainderof this proof we argue that, under the stated assumptions,
expression (5.12) behaves like
TCN+TL]
I] ( + Ginoa . (5.13)
1
for n tending to infinity and we prove that the approximation stated on gp(x)
is in fact valid for expression (5.13). To see the latter notice that
(1+a)= exp {3 |(ren rn) og (1+ aaha)|}:
1 1
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By Lemma2.2, if we replace each term within the sum with
 
ry a a
(ren + ra) (s—1)2en  2(s — 1)4e2n? . 3(s — 1)®c3n3
and carry out all products we get the following upper bound on (5.13) (re-
membering that some simplifications occur because of assumption 1. on x).
exp 2» (ron + ray) log (1 + orien)
< exp { (ca - 5-1) mna (x - If 3(s : 7) (mp
r 4+30 — 1)&c3n3 27 \
 
The proof of the approximation for (5.13) can be completed using the other
half of Lemma 2.2 and assumption 3. on x.
To complete the proof of the lemma we will now argue that expression
(5.12) is asymptotically close to (5.13) as n tends to infinity. To see this
notice that, if 2 = o(n?/%) then
-12li - ————— = 1.ns ( T (s— Tia
Also, for any x and t
xr x 1 11 — 1 = —_ |] — ——te (0+5+7) 0a)- (147) (+73) 0- aa).







1 rCn+Trxry 1 TCN+TL]
1+ ———.———_ 1 — ————————_ . 5.14H( aohaTe) ( rors (5.14)
and the claim follows from assumption 3. on x since expression (5.14) tends
to one as ntends to infinity. =
5.1.4 Main Result
We are now ready to derive an expression for the k“ central moment of
W,.s(Tn) and W!,(Jh).
For each positive integer k, Theorem 5.5 only counts, via the correspon-
dence described in Section 5.1.2, the numberof trees on n vertices that are
properly coloured by a given k-tuple of s-colourings, but in such a way that
all vertices with labels in {1,2,...,rmji)} receive colour 1 in each of the
k colourings, all vertices with labels in {rmy) + 1, rmyqay + 2,.-.,7(™miay +
my(2))} receive colour 1 in the first # — 1 colourings and 2 in the k™ one, and
so on. The proportion of trees that are properly coloured by a k-tuple of
s-colourings described by somesplitting with classes of size m1), ..., Mask),
which we denote by T;.4(my1),-..,Ms4)), is just that number divided by
n”-? and multiplied by an appropriate multinomial coefficient. After some
rearranging this is:
( n/r ll (“etd “o_o (ayn se
MA(A)> +++ ™M(sk)) my340} ey e
degy(1)—1= IL (Fa) G19
T {1:m #40}
where the sum is overall spanning trees T of B,,[U], where U = {1: m, 4 0}.
The kcentral moment of W,.,(J;,) or W/(Jn) may then be obtained
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as a sum of terms of the form (5.15). The difference between the two cases
will only be in the number of terms in the sum. This is summarised by the
following statement.
Theorem 5.7 Let k and n be positive integers. Let r and s be positive
integers greater than one. Then the k*” central moment of W,.s(Tn) and
Wy.s(Tn) are both described by an expression of the form
S> Te (Maa); see , Mysk))
M(1)--4™M](gk)
In the case of EW,.s(In)* (resp. EW).,(Z,)*) the outer sum is over all se-
kquences (1m)z¢,5« that are s*-compositions (resp. balanced s*-compositions)
of n/r.
The exact formulae given in Theorem 5.7 represent the starting point
of the asymptotic analysis in the following sections. Also, we should point
out that the approach used to prove this result significantly generalises the
method used in [54] to compute EW,.,(7,). In that paper we relied on
the very special structure of B,,{m,K,,...,m,K,} (see Figure 5.4), which
makes it easy to find the eigenvalues of its Laplacian matrix. The sought
expectation can then be computed resorting, essentially, to the matrix-tree
theorem. Unfortunately the method does not scale up, and this leads us to
the work presented here.
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Figure 5.4: The graph By) {2K3, 2K3,3K3, 1K3}.
5.2 Approximating the First Momentof W...(7,,)
and Wrs(Zn)
In this section we start looking at asymptotic approximations for the mo-
ments of W,,s(Z,) and Wy,(Z,). We will first concentrate on the expecta-
tions. This will serve two purposes. First it will give us what we need to
prove Theorem 5.1. Second it will be a warm-up exercise for the more dif-
ficult problem of approximating the second moment of W;,(Z,), which will
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be addressed in Section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, and will be the key result needed in
the proof of Theorem 5.2.
We start with a technical lemma.
Lemma 5.8 Let s,m anda be positive integers such that m/s is an integer.
Let m be an s-composition of m. Then
1 MN; amy Mm; m-1 1 1\o™ 1\™-sp(B OB ed OIm m m m s Ss{i:m; 40}
Proof. Firstly, note that when m; = 0,
1 Mj; am Mm; mlshy omy anm m m
and so the product is equal to the product over all 7. For each i € {1,...,s},
define x; = m;—m/s, and the discrepancy disc(m) of the sequence (m;) j=1,....5
to be 5°3_, |a;|. The result can be proved by induction on disc(m). If the
discrepancy is equal to zero there is nothing to prove. Otherwise we prove
that there exists another sequence m’ = (m{);-1,.., with disc(m’) < disc(m)
and such that
8 -\ aM; \m-l 8 1\ am, r\ m1II (1+—- =) cr) < |] 2_ me .
rane mim m ion mm m
Assume, without loss of generality, that mj > mg >... > mg. If the m;
are not all equal to % then it must be the case that m; — ms, = 2. Define
m, =m,—-1,m, =m,+1 and m; = m;for alli € {2,...,s—1}. Theresult
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will follow from the following inequality:
 j+a-e)"G-g)Gees)b-e)(Qt 2—myem™(qo my" (4b myemye (5.16)
(notice that as mi = m; for alli € {2,...,5—1}, the product over m is equal
to the product over m’ multiplied by (5.16)). The part of (5.16) involving
m, and m', is equal to
mtem)" (mom)(1my" (ym)m+1—m; m—m, mem m 
 
Similarly, the part involving m, and m’, is equal tos
m+1—m,\°"" (m—m, ta® i42 m\° m, -t
m+ 1 =m, m= im, mm m
and, again after trivial manipulations, we get
1 ams 1 ms—1 1 1\ —@ r\ —l




We will now multiply together the various parts of expressions (5.17) and
(5.18) and show that they all come to less than one. Westart with the two
left-most terms:
1 am), 1 ams 1 am) 1 am}(acta) ache)” < (rake) ace)m+1—m, m+1—m, mt+1—mj, m+1—m,
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which is smaller than one as m, > mj. :
We are now ready to prove the main result on EW,.,(7,,). Recall that
Crs = 8t~!(s — 1) (as in (5.1).
Theorem 5.9 Let r and s be positive integers greater than one. Then, for
all positive integers n,
 
(c,,s)”. (5.19)
Furthermore, for sufficiently large values of n,
seep ue (
s—1 n  
 
r-1 1waits) 3s s—l1EW,..(Jn) > © s? ( r ) "(eng)". (5.20)— (s—1)8 2nn
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Proof. Since B,; = Ks, for any given sequence m;,...,m, with n = r 3; m,




> ll (myer > rm)
T {i:m,¢o} ™ {i:m;#0}
(the first equality was proved by Rényi [61], the second oneis obvious since
the m; add up to n/r). Using all this and Theorem 5.7 we can see that
EW,.s(Zn) is equal to
© (on) HE (Geyyn)M}1,...,Ms {i:m;40}  
 
   
(5.21)
the sum being over all s-tuples of non-negative m,,...,m; such that n =
r>>m,. In fact, by Lemma5.8, we can write
n/r 1 or\rt-) 1\7-?EW,.s(Tn) < 1-4 — —Wra(In) S an Cron) (( 3 7) ( :)
n/r s \§ fs—1\" rs ——- = (a) (GS) G+mri, \MULs-++5Ms s—1 Ss (s—1)n
(r—-1)n— sf G3) FS) 0+ Sr) , (5.22)
(where the last inequality follows from the generalised version of the binomial
 
  
Nmu....m ) counts the numberof ways to partition a settheorem, as Yin,..m, (
of N elements into s blocks). The bound (5.19) now follows from (5.22) and
Lemma2.1.
A lower bound on (5.21) is given by only considering the term of the sum
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corresponding to m; = ~ forall i. Hence
(a) (Odea)0-3)nati nal GaerrggtO}







/2an (*)" <n! < V2nn (=) ex (5.24)
e
for any n > 1 (the two inequalities can be easily derived from the exact
expression for log(n!) given in [36, Chap. 9]). We can use this to prove that,





By Lemma2.1, for n sufficiently large compared to r ands,
(r-—1)n
(+)> on| -eet. (5.26)s—1)n (s—1) (s —1)?n 
The bound (5.20) now follows from (5.23), (5.25), and (5.26). .
Before moving to the proof of Theorem 5.1, for completeness, we discuss
a much simpler (and tighter) approximation for EW,,(Z,). The result will
be used in the proof of Theorem 5.2. For each integer r > 2, and s > 2, let
li, = 0(Gp5)” (5.27)
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Lemma5.10 Let r and s be positive integers greater than one. Then
s(r-1) 35 s-1B(Wy(Ta)) ~ Te (gz) * a  
as n tends to infinity.
Proof. By Theorem 5.7, EW,(Th) = Tr (2 a 2), The following equal-sr?
 
ities simply use the definition of T;, (er 2);
1 (7-1) 1 aolwars = (60) ah (0-1-9 6-9)sro) ep {i:mj#0} Ss nr Ss
n/r sr rl) 7g yynes= (4°) (aca)ee n(s — 1) s
The result now follows from Lemma 2.1, Stirling’s approximation (5.24) to
handle the factorials involved in (a"ai and simple algebraic manipula-
sr?" sr
tions. a
5.2.1 Lower Bounds on y(R,(7;))
In this section we give a complete proof of Theorem 5.1. By the Markov
inequality,
Pr[W,..5(Zn) > 0] < EW,,s(7n),
for any given fixed value of r and s. By inequality (5.19) of Theorem 5.9
EW,.s(TIn) < C(c,s)”;
whereC is an expression depending on r and s but independent of n. Since
Cr, is a continuous function of r and s and, for fixed r > 0 and s > 1, it is
monotone increasing in s, the first part of the theorem follows easily from
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the definition of s,. The rest of the proof gives quantitative estimates on s,
that are valid for sufficiently large (butstill fixed) valuesof r.
 Set s” = (1 + meter joer Then ¢,..” is equal to
et los (1+rogtgs ) + 28 — lesteee _ log r log log r
r(1 + log logr)
which, by the lower bound of Lemma2.1, is at least as large as
] Ii BT oe 2 1 _ loglogr i- log r log log r
a ia log log r r r(1 + log logr)   
Since log(1+y) > y—- e (for any y < 1, as stated, say, in [15, page 5]), the
expression above is at least as large as
14 log r 2. 1 1 log logr 1 log r log log r
f rloglogr  2r(loglogr)? r r(1+loglogr) ]-
We now multiply things together. The product of the first two monomials in
the first term by the second term gives:
logr logr loglogr (logr)?loglogr _
r r 1+loglogr r2(1+loglogr) —
logr L- log r log log r SL.
r(1 + log logr) ig
 1=F
= {+
The remaining pieces of the initial product give
1 1 __ loglogr i- logrloglogr _
rloglogr  2r(log log r)? ig r(ltloglogr)) —
1 1 log log r logr
rloglogr 2r(log log r)? pr — -72(1 + log log r)





For large r, all the negative parts on the right-hand side are much smaller
than ae and so the lower bound on ¢,.,” is still larger than one. This
argument and the lower bound (5.20) on EW,,,(TJ;,,) imply that, for n large
enough, the expected numberof s-colouringsis large provided s is an integer
larger than s”.
A similar (but simpler) argument, proves that the expected number of
 s-colourings is small provided s is small enough. Set s’ = <2. This timeog Tr
Cr.s/ 1S equal to:
  
r r
iter lotlons ( _ =) < et ( _ se) .
This time we use e* < 1+2+4 27+ 2° (this is the upper bound of Lemma
2.1, andis valid if 2 < 4/7), to get an upper bound on the expression above.
The resulting upper boundis
log r logr\? logr\? log r logr\*(r+ Beta (MEE) (ME) (1) -1- (MEY)r r r r r    
5.3. Approximating the Second Moment of
Wy.s(Zn)
In principle, the calculations used to obtain information about the first mo-
ment of W,.,(Z,) and Wy.,(Z;,) could be sharpened and extended to deal with
higher moments. However such calculations quickly become very messy as
we need to considerall the different ways in which vertices could be coloured
in each colouring. In this Section we turn our attention to Wy,(J,), the
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number of balanced s-colourings of a random tree whose vertex set is subdi-
vided into n/r empires, each of size r. Theorem 5.7 already gives us an exact
expression for EW/,(7,,)*, for each k > 1. Here we derive approximations
for EW;,(Z,)° given fixed values of r and s greater than one, as n tends
to infinity. Using these and Lemma5.10 we will finally be able to prove
Theorem 5.2.
Recall from equation (5.27) that for each integer r > 2 and s > 2, a, =
=<n~*> (cs), where c,,, = 8*~!(s — 1). The mainresult of this section is the
following:
Theorem 5.11 Let n be a positive integer. For each integer r > 2, s > 3,




e (s—1)2 g°tst1(g — gy(e—1)? r
(s-1)?®,..(n) ~ aaz (57(s — 1)?8(r — 2r(s — 1)? + (s — 1)4) i’
 
~ ye (an)?
as n tends to infinity.
To prove this we will need to argue that the main component of the sum
defining EW,,(J,)” consists of all termsclose (in a sense that will be made
precise later) to the term




where the sum is overall balanced s*-compositions of n/r. This sum can be
split in two parts. A central one, over all balanced s?-compositions whose
Euclidean distance from M is at most p(n), for some function p(n) = o(n?/*),
and a peripheral one (referred to as the tail from now on) over all other
compositions. We will argue that the formercarries all the useful information
about EW,,(Z,)°. To this end, first notice that, using definitions (2.2) and
(5.11), with c = (s?r)~!, and t = s?, we can write
»— T,,2(m) = Tr» (Ht) x SY gn)fn (X)
m:||m—ml|2<p(n) x:||x||2<p(n)
(where x = m—m). In the next section, we will:
1. provide an asymptotic expression for T;.2(m), and then
2. argue that,
> 9n(X) fn (x)
x:||x||2<p(n)
is bounded above by a quantity that is very close to
(s-1)?n 2 | e2¥Arsy!dy (5.28)IR@-)?
as n tends to infinity (here A,, is an (s — 1)? x (s — 1)? non-singular
positive definite real symmetric matrix).
Because, modulo sometrivial re-scaling, expression (5.28) essentially involves
the well-known Gaussian integral, the study of the spectrum of A,., enables
us to define an approximation for the central part of EW;,(Z,) sufficient
to prove Theorem 5.11. The proof of the Theorem is completed by a careful
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study of the tail of EW/.,(Z,,)? which is carried out in Section 5.3.2.
5.3.1 The Central Part of EW,,(Z,)?
We start by proving a result about T;2(m).
Lemma5.12 Let n be a positive integer and let r and s be positive integers
greater than one. Then
3s? (r—1) 2 32-1
e (s—1)2 88 +4 rT2 (Mm) ~ soa (Bsa) (=) * (cp5)?” 27n
as n tends to infinity.
Proof. From (5.15), we can see that T;.2 (m) is equal to
' rdp,(1) +7 wer (P—1) rdp,(1) aot 1
\
deer()-1Pg) (cy (eG)1 Sap aiy mes i n (5.29)3
where the sum is over all spanning trees of B,2. Note that, since any spanning
tree of Bs» has s? — 1 edges,
1 deg7(1)-1 1 2(s?—1)—s?(3) = (3) :
Thus
1 deg(1)—1 1 2(s?—1)—s?SI (=) _ (=) k(Be»). (5.30)T 1
 Furthermore, since all blocks have the samesize, dg,,(1) = (<2) for all
1, and hence







a 4 sr (r-1)2% Cc 2n
T, m) = r oan Ds 1
To
1)\2m 7 ,eer? '
 
The proof is completed using Lemma 2.1 to approximate
in terms on exponential factions, and the relationship
s2-1n/r my 7 3
n n ~ Sr —
pep) gap 27n
(which can be easily derived from Stirling’s approximations (5.24)) valid for
 
fixed values of r ands. =
Next we look at
n(x)fn(X).
x:||x||2<p(n)
In what follows let s(1) be the number of elements equal to s in 1. Because
the sum is defined in terms of balanced compositions only, we can bound
it above by a sum overall possible values of x (subject to the constraint
\|x||2 < p(n)) summed only for the (s — 1)? indices 1 having s(1) = 0. In fact
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note that
YVou=- YD a- Ya (5.32)
141(s?) 1:s(1)=0 1:s(1I)=1
and for any 1 </l<-s,
s-—l
L(i,s) = — Y= 23) L(sl) = Sail) (5.33)i=l
Wewill now argue that this expression is bounded above by expression (5.28).
To this end it is enough to show that, under the stated assumptions, gp (x)
and f,(x) can be bounded above by some exponential functions only involv-
ing the (s — 1)? variables mentioned above. It will be a by-product of our
analysis that such functions have the form
ean®Mr,s27 (5.34)
(where z € Z'-" and M,.; is an (s — 1)? x (s — 1)? non-singular positive
definite real symmetric matrix) and thus only depend on the square of the
Euclidean norm of z. This, in turn, implies that
» In(X) fn (x) = S-
eo anZArsZ”
x:|[x|]2<p(n) nezo-)?
and now it is not difficult to realise that, after the substitution y = ia the
sum on the right-hand side is ne times a Riemann sum for the func-
tion e~2¥4"s¥" and, therefore, for n large, well approximated by (5.28). We
complete this part of the argument looking at the approximations on gp(x)
and f,(x). In what follows the expression 6, stands for one (resp. zero) if
expressions a and b are equal (resp. different). We remind the reader that,
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by Lemma2.5 and 5.6, under the stated assumptions on x, we have that
ate) = a+oe | (1- ap)geDal, (5.35)
1
fr(x) = (1 + a(t) ean2 So a ( > «| } (5.36)
) V:1/<1
The fact that, when x are such that ||x||2 < p(n), gn(x) and f,(x) are
approximated by expressions of the form (5.34) is a direct consequence of
the assumptions of Lemma 2.5 and 5.6, stating that the approximations
(5.35) and (5.36) are valid provided max; 2, = ||x||,. = 0(n?/%) and o(n)
respectively, the fact that ||x||.. < ||x||2: and the following property of the
sequences (X})je{s)2.
Lemma5.13 Let s be a fixed integer greater than one, and let (X})je[s)2 be
a sequences of integer numbers satisfying:
1. 3) 2, = 0, and
2. Vja1 Lji) = La Tag) = 0 for eachi € {1,..., s}.
Then







Yo (1+ Oia + Fin, + Oy )eizy. (5.38)
1:s(1)=0 1’:s(1’)=0
Proof. To see thefirst identity, note that we can write
1:s(1)=0 1:s(1)=1
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Using (5.32), we then have
2
a= ri t+ a+( 5 t+ » a]
1 ; 1:s(1)=0 1:s(1)=1
and the result follows from the multinomial theorem.
The second onefollows, similarly, using identity (5.33) to get rid of all x





=— S- a S- a)
L:141(s2) L141(s2)
il 2
= 5 So aft SS aft vy + a)
1:s(1)=0 1:s(1)=1 1:s(1)=0 1:s(1)=1
1-3/( So) + ote Ee(Sn)2day
1:s(1)=0 1:s(1)=0 L:s(1) 1:s(1)=1 l:s(1)=0—1:s(1)=1
To complete the proof of the lemma we claim that
( S> a) + S- of = » S> ( 1 + dy1’)ary, (5.39)
1:s(1)=0 1:s(1)=0 1:(1)=0 1’:8(1/)=0
» x = » ~~ Ou,i, + in,)2iZy, (5.40)
1:s(1)=1 1:s(1)=0 1’:s(1')=0
and finally that
(= a) +2 Som So m=0. (5.41)
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To believe (5.39) simply note that monomials of the form xx occur
twice in the expression on theleft-hand side if and only if 1= 1’.
Identity (5.40) can be understood similarly after noticing that, using
(5.33) repeatedly, we have
s—1 : s—1 s-l
s—l 2 s— -
(x: n%)] — » De Bin.5)Uir.3):
This implies that the only monomials of the form x,zy which contribute to
the sum on theleft-hand side of (5.40) are those sharing at least one element
of their index. Furthermore monomials of the form x)z; contribute twice.
Finally, we look at identity (5.41). We will argue that, after all terms
x with s(1) = 1 have been replaced by terms whose index does not contain
s using (5.33), each monomial of the form 2? occurs four times and each
monomial of the form x2) with 14 1’ occurs eight times in
( > | (5.42)
1:s(1)=1
and in
25> nm > a (5.43)
1:s(1)=0 —1:s(1)=1
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but with opposite signs and therefore the whole thing cancels out. The former
expression is equivalent to
SY ner.
1:s(1)=1 1':s(1'/)=1
Table 5.2 gives the contribution to different types of monomials 7,7) coming










Table 5.2: Coefficients of x(;,;)r(y,;7) in the expansion of (5.42).
twos in the first column,in all but the last entry in column two, and the only
two in columnthree, are due to the fact that the expression above contains
both ary and xy2,. On the other hand, the two on the line labelled by
L(i,s)C(i,s) is due to the fact that x(;)%qj,;7) has coefficient two in the product
s—I1 s—l
» tan x L(i,9):j=lj=l
As to (5.43), using repeatedly (5.33) we have
s—l s—l
dD 1 = Si xGs) + Do) v6)
1:s(1)=1 i=1 j=l
s—ls-l s—ls—1
=»»Lg) — » » LG9)i=1 j=1 j=li=l






= -4 > gy-8 > LyLy
ls (1)=0 1:s(1)=0 1’:s(1’)=0
 
Al
which completes the proofof identity (5.41). .
We complete this section looking at the integral
i T
I. 2 © ae dy.IR“
By the change of variable Theorem (see Lemma2.6 in Section 2.2.3)
=n? FD? 4—tyArsy? = _Jain oP dy = (20) Ty 
where A; are the eigenvalues of A,,. Lemma 2.6 also gives us a way to
compute the eigenvalues of A,, and thus get an explicit expression for the
integral above. The argument is spelled out in the rest of the section.
For the remainder of this section we will refer to the elements of matrices
(resp. vectors) using notation of the form (A),y (resp. v,), where 1= {%1, io}
and 1’ = {7,75} are ordered 2-tuples with elements in the range {1,...s—1}
(as defined in subsection 5.1.1). By the lexicographic ordering of these tuples,
this is equivalent to writing (A) (e—1)(é1-1)442,(e—1)(#, -1)+4, in standard matrix
notation. The reasoning behind this notation is that the values of 21, Zo,
i, and 2, will often be important in determining the values of elements of
matrices and vectors.
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For positive integers s, and r greater than one define
 
Xpq= 9 (* — 2r(s — 1)? +(s— 3
(s— 1)
Let A‘ be the (s — 1)? x (s — 1)? real symmetric matrix defined through the
equation
(Ag)= (1+ bint, + Sige, + O11’):
It follows from the approximations (5.35) and (5.36) and from Lemma 5.13
that
Ars = AgXrs- (5.44)




























and, in general, if
Ao =I,i4+ One,_1
then Af satisfies the following identity (each row and column is formed by
s — 1 blocks):
2Ag Ag ... Ago
AL= Ag 2Ao ... Ao
Ag Ao ... 2Ag
As a consequence of the identity (5.44) the eigenvalues of A, are equal
to X,,, times the eigenvalues of A‘, and therefore the value of (5.28) can be
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computed once we know the spectrum of A‘. The next Theorem provides
the relevant information about A‘. In its proof we will repeatedly use the
following well-known fact:
Lemma5.14 Let N be a real number. Let M be a real symmetric matrix
with fixed row sum N. Then N is an eigenvalue of M.
Theorem 5.15 For any integer s > 2,
1 s aSpecAt =
(s—2)? 2(s—2) 1
Proof. To prove the result we will define (s — 1)? linearly independent
eigenvectors of Af and retrieve the corresponding eigenvalues. Note that all
eigenvectors corresponding to different eigenvalues are linearly independent,
(see, for example, [62, Theorem 8.2, p. 186]) and so we will only prove linear
independence for sets of eigenvectors sharing the same eigenvalue.
Wefirst claim that s? is an eigenvalue of Al with multiplicity one. To
this end note that each row of Af has one element equal to four, 2(s — 2)
elements equal to two, and the remaining (s — 2)? elements equal to one.
Thus the sum of the elements in each row is s? and the claim now follows
from Lemma5.14.
Next we argue that A‘ has (s—2)? linearly independent eigenvectors with
corresponding eigenvalue equal to one. Let 7 and 7 be positive integers in the
range {2,...,8—1}. Define the (column) vectors vii € Z°~)” asfollows:
1 1=(1,1) or 1=(i,7)
(v4) = -1 1=(2,1) or 1=(1,j)
0 otherwise.
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Note that the resulting (s — 2)? vectors are linearly independent since the 1
in row (7,7) is unique to each of them. We now argue that
Alyid = vis; ;
To believe this, note that the first element of Alvid (indexed by the
pair (1,1)) is always equal to one as, by definition, vid will add together
(Aaa = 4 (As)anas = 2 = (As)as,G1) (with negative sign) and
(A$) (1,1),@,j) = 1. The sameis true for the element indexed by the pair(i, j).
The element of index (1,7) is equal to minus one as it is formed by adding
(A3)as,aa) = 2, (As)as.G1 = 2, (As)as),a.2) = 4 (with the negative sign
as (vi).3) = —1) and (A4)q1j),@,;) = 1. A similar argument applies to the
element of index (i,1). Finally any other element of Alviis zero as the
contributions from A‘ cancel out.
Finally we show that Aj has 2(s — 2) linearly independent eigenvectors
with eigenvalue s. First let 7 be a positive integer in {2,...,s—2} and define
vie ZS-)” as follows:
1 1=(1,/),7€ {1,...,s—1}
(vii =4 -1 1= (i,j), j € {1,...,8—1}
0 otherwise.
We have
(vi)? = (1-1, O,-1, ee) 03-1, —1,_1, O.-1, eee gy Os-1)
(the first block is always 1,_1 and the only other non-zero block equals —1,_1
and is in position 7). As before, notice that the resulting s — 3 vectors are
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linearly independent as the —1,_, block is unique to each vector. Further-
more, the j‘” element in the product A/viis equal to s if j € {1,...,s—1}
(this follows essentially by Lemma 5.14, as Ag has fixed row sum equal to
s), —s if j correspondsto 1 of the form (7,1) for some 1 € {1,...,s — 1} and
zero otherwise. Therefore we have
Ajv' = sv".
To complete the definition of the spectrum of AJ, consider the vectors wi
for i € {1,...,s — 1} defined as follows:
i 1=(1,7),j€ {1,...,s-1}\i
(w= -1 1= (j,i), j € {2,...,8-l}
0 otherwise.
The resulting s — 1 vectors are linearly independent, they are also linearly
independent from the vi eigenvectors as (w') (5-14 = —1, but (v')¢s—14y =)
for all 1. We claim that
Alw' = sw’.
Table 5.3 gives an example for s = 4. In general, to prove this we look at
(AL):wi, the scalar product of the row indexed by 1 of A4 and wi. Several
cases arise. We will describe explicitly only the case 7 # 7. The case 7 = 2
can be analysed similarly. If 1= (1,7) then the sum of the first s — 1 terms
is (2s — 2) (the 2 due to the fact that (w')(,) = 0), and thefinal result is
s because of the contribution from the terms multiplying the elements of wi
equal to one. If 1= (l,j), for | > 2 then the sum of the first s — 1 terms
is always (s — 1) (the 1, as before, due to the fact that (w')(,;) = 0) and




224212121 2 1 4
2114222411 0 0
12124212 1 —-1 |=] -4
11222 441 1 2 0 0
21312 i1%i142 2 0 0
1211212 4 2 —1 —4
112131222 4 0 0
Table 5.3: The expression above shows the product A‘w? anditsresult. It
is easy to verify that Aw? = 4w?.
them gets multiplied by two (the value of (A{) 7,5) ,2)) and all the others are
multiplied by one. =
The asymptotic expression for ®,,(n) used in the statement of Theorem
5.11 can now be readily obtained by combining the expression for T}.. (mM)




an expression derived from (5.28) using the argument about the eigenvalues
 
 
of A, and Theorem 5.15.
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5.3.2 Approximating the Tail of EW/,,(T,)°
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 5.11. The following result
gives the required estimate on the tail of EW/,(7,,)?. Recall from equation
(5.27) that for each integer r > 2 and s > 2, a, = n= (C.5)", where
Cs = st(gs — 1).
Theorem 5.16 Letn, s andr be positive constant integers with r > 2, s > 3
and
r< 5 log(s —1).
Let p(n) be a function such that
 
Then
3° Tra(m) = o(a2) (5.45)
m:||m—mj|2>p(n)
as n tends to infinity.
The crucial point in the proof of Theorem 5.16 will be the definition
of an upper bound for the tail of EW;,(Z;,)” (see Lemma 5.21 below) that
allows us to exploit, at least partially, the fact that the s?-compositions we
work with are balanced. It is not difficult to relate the sum in (5.45) to a
standard multinomial sum, and then use well-known techniques (dating back
to Hoeffding [45]) to bound this using large deviation inequalities. However
this leads to results that are too weak. To get a bound on sum in (5.45) that
suffices to prove Theorem 5.11 we will use the fact that )°5_, maj) = $ for
each i € {1,...,s}. The whole sum will then be factorised into a number
of parts which only depend on s elements of m. Studying such components
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and their variations as m moves away from M will enable us to complete our
proof.
Before moving to the main result of this section we need to highlight a
few properties of three functions that will be important for our reasoning. In
what follows n, s and r are positive integers, s and r are greater than one,
and the three numbers are such that 4. is an integer. Let m be a positive
integer in the range {#, a 2}, and for z € {,gM i} define hnm(z)
as
((s — 2)n+ srz+ sr)"*((s —2)n+sr(m— z) + sr)™-*)2=41/2(m — 2241/2 
Also, define the following functions of s-compositions of =:
H,(an)= ( n/sr i (2=20)M1, 0065s) jini do 8 n 
and
n s—2 rime)"n esrH,(m) = (=): : ee)
(m) sr on tl mith?a
 
Westart our investigation by showing that H,,(m) can be bounded above
by a function that only depends on the square of the Euclidean distance
between m and m (in what follows x = m—‘m). It should be remarked
that here and in the rest of this section, unless otherwise stated, m= has s
components, each equal to 3. We keep the same notation we used at the
beginning of Section 5.3 to refer to a vector of size s? because the two vectors
play similar roles.
Lemma5.17 Let n, s andr be positive constant integers with r > 2, and
s > 3, and let m be an s-composition of & with ||x||2 = o(n) as n tends to
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infinity. Then H,,(m) can be bounded above by a function that approaches
s-1 9\ 2 5s 2,2 2 2 2( sr ) z((s—1)"\* 82 oloie)lhl eeeee
127n geor (s — 1)s
as n tends to infinity.
Proof. We first notice that
(ier (5.46)
can be written as
 
 
(2)lee I1( n ye
nmiyl(2m)? Tica gee"? ama SSP
(in particular note that, because ||x||2 = o(n), no m; can be zero). Using
Stirling’s approximation as in (5.24) we can bound this above by
 
   
nr in (8 m,+1/2 ar m,+1/2()" —— II ( i :) sama (=) , sttieth TT ( n -) (5.47)27n
We nowfind an upper boundon the productin (5.47).
  
8 n mi+1/2 8 Sra; —(mj+1/2)(=) = [[ (1+
i-1 S*TMN; i=1 n
8 s2r 2_ s*r< Il etnTionMH
i=1
s2r 2< eo mlixle (5.48)
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where the second line follows from Lemma 2.1 and the third one uses the
fact that >0; 2; = 0. We can now bound(5.46) above by
sr \'2 a 2 2248 oeSE belSsr
'
2@12n 2n . 5.49(=) ( )
Wenow look at the product in H,(m). Remembering that m; = 4 + 4%,





= (S=1) r(z;+1) mu s—l m—2s s s*r(x; +1) rm;fy (etsey = (2S) a (ee)2i-1 Ss n   
Using Lemma 2.1 we can bound this above by
 
2n ‘_ <"-2s s r _ s2r . s2r2 aligns(- -) * [elu ta) (ett)+A(0441)
a i=l ?
which, remembering that 5°; x; = 0 is equal to
 
s— 1 2n _ Qs sere 2 r s?r( ) eGaiea!Pll2 +GeGa (5.50)8
The result follows by multiplying together equations (5.49) and (5.50). =
In the proof of Theorem 5.16 we will need to argue that H/(m) is a
decreasing function of the Euclidean distance between m and m. This does
not seem easy. However we are able to prove that H/(m) is asymptotically
not too far from H,(m) (see Lemma 5.18 below), that the way in which
H,,(m) varies as the Euclidean distance ||m — ml||2 increases is completely
described by the trend properties of hy(z), and finally that the latter has
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the right monotonicity, implying that H,,(m) is indeed a decreasing function
of ||m — m2. We start with a result relating H/(m) and H,,(m).
Lemma 5.18 Let n, s andr be positive constant integers with r > 2, and
s 24, and let m be an s-composition of =. Then
 — Vice0 Bm; < Ar, (am) <1(m) e =
for n sufficiently large.
Proof. H'(m) divided by H,,(m) is equal to
Vommintema= (5.51)I]
i:m; 40
Using the bounds on n! in (5.24) we can sandwich the product in (5.51)
between e7 Y#m#0 Tm and one. .
Next we analyse the way in which hym(z) varies.
Lemma5.19 Let n, s andr be positive constant integers with r > 2, s > 3
and
r< 5 log (s —1).
Let m be an integer number with 3 <m < =. Then, for n sufficiently
mlarge, Rn.m(z) is decreasing for z € {max {%, m— +} pene M— 1}.
Proof. We will prove that hy..(z) is decreasing as a function of the real
variable z € E m). Since hy»(z) is defined, continuousandstrictly positive
for all z in this range, hy».»(z) is increasing if and only if log(hn»n(z)) is. The
first derivative of log(Anm(z)) is
sr(2z — m) m—z
log (14apos) +108 ( Bg )
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r?s(2z — m)(n(s — 2) + sr) 22—™M,,
r (rsz + n(s — 2) + sr)(rs(m — z) +n(s — 2) 4+ sr) + 22(m — a 
This has a stationary point when z = 7.
We will now show that if r < 5 log(s — 1), the derivative of log(hnm(z))
 
 
is negative for all z > max {®, m— sh, and thus hym(z) is monotonically
decreasing. Notice that
log (= — =) (5.53)z
is negative when z > 3 and that
sr(2z — my)1 , 5.54ror ( "Ge =D) ern <5] (5.54)
r?s(2z — m)(n(s — 2) + sr) (5.55)(rsz+n(s — 2) + sr)(rs(m— z) + n(s — 2) + sr)
and
2z—m— 5.5622(m — z) (5.56)
are positive. By Lemma2.1, for z > }, (5.54) can be bounded above by
sr?(2z —m)
n(s —2)+sr(m—z)+ sr’ (5.57)
 
We can now add equations (5.55), (5.56) and (5.57) together giving
  
er? n(s — 2) +srine — ita) (sa —z)+n(s— 2) + sr (: "Faz + n(s — 2) + =) 22(< (22—m) (a +eet . 
We will now split the domain into two parts, the first where z > Cm for
1/2 < C < 1 sufficiently large such that the magnitude of (5.53) is much
a2z(m—z) <larger than (5.58) and the second where z < Cm and so Gao
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Expression (5.58) is maximised when z = m — 1 and hence can be bounded
above by
 
(m —2) Qsr? ; 1 2Qsr2m + m—2 c Qsr2m il
n(s—2) 2(m—1)}) ~ n(s—2) 2-2 ~n(s—2) 2’
noticing also that m < <, we can bound this above by
2r 1=, + 5" (5.59) 
Remembering that r < $log(s — 1) we can bound (5.59) above by
slog(s — 1) s 1 . 5.60s—2 2 cbt}
When z > C'm, we can also bound (5.53) above by
1-C| —S—— 5.61og(—=), (5.61)
and when
 G> (s — 1)=?el/2
~ (s— 1) ?el/2 417
the sum of (5.59) and (5.61) is negative. Hence for all z > C'm, hj,,,(z) is
negative.
If max {™,m — +} <2z<Cm, then
 22(m— z) — 2C(1—C)m?’
and so we can give an upper bound on (5.58) of
 
Qsr? 1ee — 7) (=z 2) + 300 — aa) (5.62)
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We can now use equations (5.53) and (5.62) to give an upper bound on
o log(Rnjm(Z)) Of Inm(Z), where In.m(z) is defined as
Inn(2) = log (">) + (22 —m) (oa + 200 = oar) 
Wetake thefirst derivative of ln(z), giving
4sr?z(m — z) — mn(s — 2) 1
z(m — z)n(s — 2) + C(1 — C)m?” (5.63) 
mSince z > max {®, m— a}, we will consider two cases, the first where
jt<cme< ma and 2* = 4, and the second where & <m< = and
2* =m — zy. In each case we will show that [,(2*) <0 for all sufficiently
large n, and that U7, ,,(z) < 0 for all z* < z < Cm andsufficiently large n.
When 3 <m< ae and 2* = 3, Inm(z*) is equal to zero, when a <
m< = and 2* = m— =, Inm(z*) is at most
a (s—2)n Qsr? 1 _°8
|
Gam 7 ( sr (5 r 2c(1 oo, 7s¢r
1 2 —2= log (——) += + (s 2)rs—l s  2C(1-C)n’
 
which is negative for r < $ log(s — 1).
We now consider the first derivative of lnm(z) given in equation (5.63),
this is negative if and only if for all z such that z* < z < Cm,
4sr?z(m — z) — mn(s — 2) <0, (5.64)
and
Asr?z(m — z) — mn(s — 2) 1
z(m — z)n(s — 2) ° C(1—C)m?’ (5.65)
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When 37 <m< pe and z* = 4, the left hand side of (5.64) is at most
2
Aer? — mn(s — 2)
< nm (- —(s— 2)) , (5.66)
which is negative for all s > 3.
When 3 <m< 2 and 2*=m- st, the left hand side of (5.64) is at
most
sr (m ~ =) — mn(s — 2)= «(E (mh) mo)
= nlm (= -(s-2)) - =) . (5.67)
If
Ar < s(s — 2),
then “ — (s — 2) < 0 and so (5.67) is negative, otherwise (5.67) can be
bounded above by the case where m = =, and so the inequality holds if
= (= -(s-2)) < =(F-e-2) < 2
4r(s—1) < s*(s—2). (5.68)
Since
P< 5 log(s — 1),
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equation (5.68) holds whenever
2(s — 1) log(s — 1) < s(s — 2),
whichis true for all s > 3.
Finally, we need to show that inequality (5.65) holds for all m and z in the
range being considered. From (5.66), (5.67) and the fact that 3 <m< 2str —
and max {,m = a} < z< Cm, we can see that the left hand side of
inequality (5.65) is at least
Ch
?n
for some positive constant C). For sufficiently large nit is therefore larger
than the right hand side, and the inequality holds.
Since lnm (2*) < 0, and I,,,(z) < 0 for all z* < z < Cm,it follows that
Inm(2) <0 for all z > 2*. As Inm(z) is an upper bound on 4 log(hnm(2z)),
it therefore follows that for any z > 2*, s > 4, and r such that
Sr<5 log(s — 1),
# log(hnm(z)) is negative and so Aym(z) is decreasing. .
We can now complete the investigation of the properties of functions
Rnm(z), Hn(m), and H/(m) by showing that, under certain circumstances,
H,,(m) is a decreasing function of the Euclidean distance between m and
m. Theresult will follow from the fact that the growth of H,,(m) is in fact
described accurately by that of hym(z).
Lemma5.20 Let n, s andr be positive constant integers with r > 2, 5 >3
and
P< 5 log(s — 1),
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and let m be an s-composition of & with ||x||2 > 0. Then for sufficiently
large n, there exists some m! with ||x'||2 < ||x||2 such that
H,,(m') > H,,(m).
Proof. Let m; and m, be elements of m with m; = max; m);, mj; = min; m;
and m; > mj; + 2, and let m’ be defined such that mi = m;—1, m, =m; +1
and m; = mfor all 1 <1 < s,1 ¢ {i,j}. Firstly we will consider the case







PY mre rsd ryt
(2pTY Gal? «(a+t) fe
  
r(mi—1) —9 \T_ = sTn (= 4 a
(s — 2)n+ sr(m; +1) S n
1 mi—1/2 s—-2 r\"I!n«(tym(S24)?m,—-1 Ss n r  
2 Cn,
for some positive constant C. It therefore follows that if n is large enough,
H,,(m’) > H,,(m).




Note that as m, is the minimum ofall m), it must be the case that m; < z
and hence m; > (m; + m,;) — , therefore by Lemma 5.19, when s > 3 and
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r < 5 log(s—1)
Pnmitm; (m;) > Anmit+m; (™m;).
=
The next lemma formalises the way in which the tail of EW/,(Z,,)? is
bounded above by a quantity that allows us to exploit (at least partially) the
fact that the s?-compositions of n/r we are working with are balanced. As
usual, in the following statement, if m is a tuple of t non-negative integers
summing to some value N, then x is the tuple having
for each 7 € {1,...,t}. The tuple x quantifies the displacement of each
component of m from its arithmetic mean.
Lemma5.21 Let n, s andr be positive integers such that <3 is an integer,
and let R be a positive real number. Let Sp C Zz for k = 1,2, be a set of
(resp. balanced) s-compositions (resp. s*-compositions) of zr, Then
» T,.2(mi1), re M452) <
xES2:||x||2>R(02)%(3)( mim) (msm
sr/ h=1 x€51;||x||2> x€51;||x\|2<
s—h
sr?" * "sr
for some positive constant C.
Proof. From equation (5.15), T;.2 is equal to
( n/r Ul (“a +orEs,




Wefirst look at the sum
degy(1)-1) (5.69)Yi (f=T {I:m40} ™
The terms within this sum are maximised when there are s non-zero mj,
each of whichis equal to 2, using this as an upper bound the sum is at most
s—26) multiplied by the number of spanning trees of B,». By Lemma5.3,s
K(B,.2) is equal to
s—4(5 _ 1)y?e-B a g-1?-2(5 _ gye-u"
and so equation (5.69) is at most
(3)Ss
go2
° 2s—4/, _ 4)\2(s—1) (s—1)?-2/,, _ 9)(s—1)?s*~"(s —1) +s (s 2)
((s _ pe-0 4 g&-NE-8)(g _ aye")
Wecan therefore bound T,,.9(mj1), . .. , 71(s2)) above by
my,(r-1 m,-1o( nr ) Tl (si + " wy (‘is (6.70)
™A1(1), ei nsy ™}(s2) {1:40} n n
where
(a 3o2 ((s _ pae4 ef s&-D(s-3) (5 _ ye) ;
Equation (5.70) can then be bounded above by
o( nfr J(fesy
M11), +++ ) 1M1(s2) n/r
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Next, we notice that
( n/r _ ( n/r )m( n/sr
MAL), + ++) M92) grey ap j20 \MA(sj+1)9 +++ M(sj4s)
This suggests the following bound, obtained bysplitting the factors of the
product defining T).2(myj1),...,7™1s2)) according to different values of j in
the multinomial product above:
n/rcy} Tralmyay--- sty) < (9 : a)»> srx€S2:||x||2>R sro’?
. ( n/sr (tesaony x
MA(A)y +++ Mas) 5 n™M1(1) geeeyMs) u
> ( n/sr ) oe+i))+e x
My(s41)>+++5 M128) nMY(s+).MI)(2s) i=1
S(t)py (eieateaetinym» My(s2) j=l nTy 32—34-1)5 «+My(52 —541)9779™M] (52) (s +)
(5.71)
Here each sum is over a numberof s-compositions of n/sr and the distance
between the whole (mj1),..-,771(s2)) and mM € Z*is at least R. Of course,
by using (5.3) to rewrite dg,,(1(sj +7)), we can easily see that each sum in
(5.71) involves a term of the form H/(m).
The argument is completed by noticing that
 s—l s n 2lz = lm — milla = 5 (mein) — yr) -j=0 k=1 arr
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If for each 7 € {0,...,s—1},
Ss n 2 R?
Y (musis) - ) < —2a s?r 8
then clearly
\|x|l2 < R.
Thus a necessary condition for ||x||2 > R is that
Ss n ) 2 R?
> (mss ==e2I er S
for at least one j € {0,...,s—1}. This results in the following upper bound
on the tail of EW;,(Z,)°, obtained by counting the number of ways in which
h groups of elements (5541), ---,™1(sj+s) can be at distance at least R/./s
from the “central” vector having m; = zy forall 2:
h s—h
.(..". .) > (;) os Higcoa)] SOHa
sqrts
Proof of Theorem 5.16. By Lemma 5.21 we can bound the sum above
by
O(a"sr? ) srJE()| XL mom] mam]nt x:|[x||2> x:|[x||2<2 
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and by Lemmas 5.18 and 5.20 and noticing that the inner sums both have
at most (*,) terms we can bound (5.72) above by
650%) (0) ((2.)mom)(2)
for some m’ with
[Ix'Il2 = p(n)/Vv's,
and m with
for alli. By Lemma5.20, H,,(m) > H,(m’) and so we have
H,,(m’‘)
H,,(m)
 (H,,(m))°~"(H,,(m’))” = (He(im)(x : S (H,(m))*~'H,(m’).
Thus we can bound (5.73) above by
(0.0a)e(Ey)emomn my. 70
We can use Lemma 5.17 to give upper bounds on H,(m’) and H,,(m) and








2 ‘Ss 3s s2r2 sr yj 2 rx sr 2 [{(s—1) $2 olcanenixP+ett
™m gs (s — 1)?s
= n s s> ((s—1)?\5 sz
stor (—L)*
-s?r s2r2,2 2s*r 1\\2 sr sn oor.
x alate) Ibs +Gap2” G-lntert 1m
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for some positive constant Cp. Finally, we use Stirling’s approximations to
give an upper bound on the multinomial coefficient and thus bound (5.75)
   
above by
s-1 a\n 2.2 2Tr 2 2 Se 1 ( 8° r: -$5) 12
( ) srt2ermCon2 ( 1) el GF Fe JPEN27n s2rF
(s—1)2 s2 r2= Con 2 (c,,)" (aimjaaa)V6) 
Since p(n) is asymptotically larger than \/n, equation (5.76) is o(a?) if and
 
only if
2.2 2sor ST . 9
(s—1)?n  2n
r c 1
(s — 1)? 2
2r < (s—1)’,
which is true for any positive s, r with r < 5 log(s — 1). :
5.3.3 Upper Bounds on y(R,(7,,))
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 5.2. The Cauchy-Schwarz in-
equality gives us that the probability of R,(J,) having at least one proper




From Theorem 5.11 and Lemma5.10 this is asymptotically equal to:
5 pot s s-l 2& ses- r\2(s! ( $1 (5) an] 
 s2(r—1)
g82+s+1e@ (s—1)2 (s—2)(s—1)? CzP* (a 2
(s-1)? \Qr n
_1)2s2-2s+2(4_ __2r r 2—_ ¢ ate)
which simplifies to
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Table 5.4 gives numerical values for this lower bound for early values of
sandr.
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2EW! ,(TnTable 5.4: Numerical values for (oreo)
probability that there exists at least one proper balanced s-colouring for
5<s<17,3<r<9.
giving a lower bound on the
5.4 Comparisons with Other Models of Ran-
dom Graphs
In this chapter we have given boundson the proportion of trees reducing to
graphs that can be properly s-coloured by calculating the first two moments
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Figure 5.5: Lower bounds on the probability that there exists at least one
proper balanced s-colouring for 6 <<s<17,4<r<9
by exactly r empires each. We conclude this chapter by quickly comparing
our treatment with similar results in the literature.
Because of the similarities highlighted in Section 3.5 between R,(7J;,) and
G(7,n—1), and Gz », it is natural to compare the results on y(R,(Jn)) in this
thesis with those proved for other types of random graphs. Thestate of the
art there is represented by the work of Achlioptas and Moore (on random
regular graphs of small degree) [4] and, later, Achlioptas and Naor [5] for
Erdos-Rényi random graphs of small average degree. In this chapter it was
shown that R,(Z,,) is a.a.s. not s,-colourable, where s, is the largest integer
S, —1(=F <1,
Sr ”
but for any (fixed) s, r such that
such that
r< 5 log(s — 1),
there is at least a positive constant probability of s-colourability. Roughly
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speaking this result implies that, for sufficiently large (but fixed) valuesofr,
with high probability, y(R,(Z;,)) is larger than about r/logr but, with pos-
itive probability, smaller than about twice such quantity. A result obtained
by Frieze and Luczak [32] shows that, for r large enough, the chromatic
numberof a random regular graph of degree 2ris a.a.s. log (and similar re-
sults [52] exist about y(G(n, p)). This implies that thelikely range of values
for x(Gz22,) lays is an interval of size o(r/logr). Furthermore, using rather
non-trivial analytical techniques, Achlioptas et al. [4,5] proved that for both
Erd6és-Rényi random graphs with constant average degree, and for random
regular graphs of constant degree, this concentration interval is actually re-
stricted to a very small range of up to three different values.
Thus, although our results support the claim that 2r is indeed a rather
weak estimate for the typical value of x(R,(T;,)), they are much weaker than
analogue statements obtained for other related random graph models. Given
that the techniques used in this thesis are relatively simple, the question of
whether our results can be tightened up to qualitatively mirror the results




In this thesis we examined the empire-colourability of trees. For arbitrary
trees we showedthat if the vertex set is partitioned into empires of size exactly
r > 1, then 2r colours are always sufficient to give a proper colouring, and
furthermore there exist trees that require this many colours.
In Chapter 3 we gave a precise definition of the problem being studied
and defined the concept of the r-reduced graph of a given graph. We then
studied a numberof properties of the r-reduced graphsof trees such as vertex
degrees, connectivity, and the presence of certain small subgraphs.
In Chapter 4 we studied three algorithms for graph colouring. It was
shown thatfor all positive r there exists an algorithm that can properly colour
any tree with empires consisting of r vertices, using at most 2r colours. The
actual results of the algorithms were in fact much better than this, suggesting
that this upper bound is quite pessimistic.
In Chapter 5 we gave a precise characterisation of the first two moments
of a random variable counting the numberof s-empire colourings of a random
tree with vertex set partitioned into empires of size r. From this we were
able to give upper and lower bounds on the probability that a random tree
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has at least one r-empire s-colouring. We found that for any r > 2, there
r 1
or = - (: 2 (sz)
such that any random tree on empires of size r a.a.s. admits no proper s-
exists a number
colouring for any s < s,. Finally, for any s and r such that
r< 5 los(s — 1),
we were able to show that there is at least a constant positive probability
that a random tree has at least one r-empire s-colouring.
A number of questions are left open by this report. From the average-
case analysis point of view the main openissue is the colourability of random
trees given fixed values of s and r such that s > s, and r > 5 log(s — 1). In
this range we can neither confirm that a random tree a.a.s. has no proper
s-colouring, nor give any positive lower bound on the probability of such
a colouring. Furthermore, while we have found exact expressions for all
moments of W,..(7,) and W/,(Z;,), we have only found asymptotically tight
expressions for the first moment of each and the second moment of Wy,(T;,).
A full asymptotic characterization of all moments of these random variables
should be possible and could be the subject of further investigation. Finally,
could the methods used in this thesis be applied to the r-empire colourability
of G(n, p), when p is such that G(n, p) is a.a.s. planar? For sufficiently small
p the graphis likely to be quite simple, consisting of a number of trees and
unicyclic graphs and so many of the methods used in the analysis of trees
may also apply here.
Even more problems remain unsolved from the worst-case analysis point
of view. First of all we may askif it is NP-hard to find the 2-empire chromatic
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number of a tree? We know that any tree a.a.s. has 2-empire chromatic
number of either 3 or 4, but so far there are no bounds on the probability
of a given tree admitting a proper 2-empire 3-colouring. Next, could we find
some structural characterisation of the class of r-reduced graphs of trees?
The results in Chapter 3 suggest that all such graphs share a number of
properties such as having average degree 2r— ar minimum degree r and being
connected, but it is not enough to say that any graph with these properties
is always the r-reduced graph of some tree. Finding such a characterisation
would mean that the problem of r-empire colouring of trees would be reduced
to that of graph colouring on a certain family of graphs.
Of course, it may be interesting to study other variations of the empire
colouring problem. For instance, one could set a lower bound on the distance
in J, between two vertices from the same empire. This would remove the
issue of loops in the reduced graph and mayalso reduce the numberof short
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